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Marline Medallie

From: Mametlwe Sebei <Sebei@lhr.org.za>
Sent: 03 September 2018 04:35 PM
To: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Du Toit Wilken; 

rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Marline Medallie
Cc: Michael Clements; Janice Tooley; Wayne Ncube
Subject: LHR Submission on the West Wits (Pty) Ltd Scoping Report
Attachments: LHR_To_West Wits (Pty) Ltd Submission on the Scoping Report .pdf

Dear Mr Marline 

 

Kindly find attached LHR submission on the Scoping Report for your attention.  

 

Best  

 

Mametlwe Sebei  
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TO:   Ms Marline Medallie 

SLR Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd  

mmedallie@slrconsulting.com 

 

03 September 2018 

 

Dear Madam, 

 

APPLICATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT LICENCE FOR THE 

PROPOSED WEST WITS MINING PROJECT (GP 30/5/1/2/2 10073): COMMENTS ON THE SCOPING REPORT  

Please note: all references in this submission to Regulations are made in terms of the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (“EIA”) Regulations, 2014 (as amended) unless stated otherwise. 

1. We act on behalf of Communities Against Mining, a registered Interested and Affected Party (“I&AP”) for 

the environmental impact assessment (“EIA”) process being undertaken for the West Wits Mining Project 

proposed by West Wits MLI (Pty) Ltd (“West Wits” or “the applicant”). 

2. These comments are separate to our submission to the Department of Mineral Resources (“DMR”) (which 

is copied to you) regarding the applicant’s non-compliance with Regulation 11(2) requiring the submission 

of a single application where there is an intended undertaking of more than one activity as part of the 

same development1. If we are correct in our submission, the current Scoping process is fundamentally 

flawed, as it does not include the proposed Kimberley West and Creswell Park mining activities that are 

part of the applicant’s same development.  

                                                           

1  According to West Wit’s 2017 Annual Report and 2018 Investor Presentations, the proposed Kimberley West and Creswell 
Park mining activities, together with the West Wits Mining Project (the subject of this application) form part of a larger 
development referred to as the “Soweto Cluster Gold Project” or the “Witwatersrand Basin Project”. There also appears to 
be a number of other mining activities that have been identified within the same mining right area as part of the same 
overall project, for which environmental authorisation has not yet been applied.  
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3. Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process and Report  

3.1. We note at the outset our dissatisfaction that comments submitted by I&APs during the public 

participation process that commenced in late March 2018, and which included a public review of the 

Scoping Report prepared in support of the original application for a mining right and environmental 

authorisation, have not been included in this Scoping Report.  I&APs were also not informed that the 

comments they had submitted previously would not be included. 

3.2. It is unacceptable to simply state that these I&APs comments have been used to inform the Scoping 

Report currently under review but not formally record them therein, especially as it is acknowledged in 

Section 6.2 of the Scoping Report that, “the nature of the project (that is, open pit and underground 

mining) and overall project location has not changed and therefore this knowledge [i.e. a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues] is deemed relevant to the current 

application”2.  

3.3. I&APs spent considerable time and effort preparing and submitting comments, attending the first and 

second round of meetings, and reviewing and commenting on the previous version of the draft Scoping 

Report. They had a legitimate expectation that these comments would be included in the current Scoping 

Report and accompanied by an indication of which issues were incorporated, alternatively the reasons for 

not including them, as per the requirements of Appendix 2 of the Regulations.  

3.4. Of equal concern is the Scoping Report’s lack of locality plans and descriptions of all listed activities for 

which environmental authorisation and a waste management licence are being sought, as Appendix 2 of 

the Regulations requires.  

3.5. Apart from the mining activities, the access and haul roads, residue stockpiles (waste rock dumps and 

topsoil berms) and primary processing facilities, there is no such plan or proper description included of 

inter alia bulk water, sewage and wastewater pipelines; sewage and wastewater treatment plants; 

bioremediation plant; water storage dams; hazardous waste storage lagoons; fuel storage facilities; 

watercourse crossings; and notice boards, despite these triggering listed activities in their own right3.  

3.6. There is also no description or assessment of site alternatives for these other listed activities. There is also 

no description of design and layout alternatives for the two underground mining activities and their 

respective aboveground infrastructure complexes. 

                                                           
2 Page 60 of the Scoping Report. 

3 Tables 4 and 5, Section 2.3.1, pages 13 - 32 of the Scoping report. 
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3.7. Apart from the statements in the Scoping Report that “[a]ll run-of mine material will be transported to an 

existing processing plant off-site for concentrating of minerals”4, there is no further description about the 

project impacts off-site, including those in respect of the tailings generated by the mining activities. 

3.8. If any of the information mentioned above is not yet available, we submit that the applicant has been 

premature in submitting its application. Without such information, there can be no compliance with 

Appendix 2 of the EIA regulations; no meaningful identification and assessment of impacts or public 

participation; no acceptance of the Scoping Report by DMR and no therefore, no granting of an 

environmental authorisation or waste management licence.   

3.9. For these reasons we submit that the DMR should reject the Scoping Report outright as this flaw 

cannot be remedied by simply including the requisite information in the Final Scoping report to DMR 

(as this would defy the requirements of public participation), or as is the EAP’s recorded intention, to 

address gaps in the EIA phase5. 

3.10. We also submit that the applicant is not entitled to an extension under Regulation 3(7) in order to 

address the flaws in the Scoping Report as the absence of this mandatory information cannot be 

viewed as an unanticipated expansion of scope or an exceptional circumstance. 

 

4. Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process 

4.1. As set out above, we submit that the Scoping Report as it currently stands is fatally flawed in a number of 

respects, such that the DMR is required to reject submission of the Scoping Report in its entirety. 

However, should the DMR accept this document, we submit that proposed plan of study for undertaking 

the EIA process is also fundamentally flawed, as follows.  

4.2. Our comments on the plan of study for undertaking the EIA as set out in Section 7 of the Scoping Report 

pertain to the proposed: 

4.2.1. alternatives (Section 7.1); 

4.2.2. specialists studies (Sections 7.2 – 7.4); and 

4.2.3. public participation process (Section 7.7). 

                                                           
4 Pages i and 34 of the Scoping Report. 
5 Section 6.1.3 on page 48 and Section 6.9 on page 98 of the Scoping Report. 
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4.3. The plan of study for undertaking the EIA process requires the description of the alternatives to be 

considered and assessed within the preferred site. Except for the opencast mining activities, there is no 

such description of alternatives in Section 7.1, or Section 6.1 to which Section 7.1 refers. 

4.4. In respect of the specialist studies: 

4.4.1. We note that no provision has been made for a specialist to assess the impact of the proposed project on 

the planning framework or proposed developments not yet commenced. This is considered essential for a 

project of this nature, which has a lifespan of over 30 years and will sterilise the use of such land until and 

unless land is successfully rehabilitated after mining has concluded. 

4.4.2. We also do not support the proposal for there not be a specialist study for assessing the impacts on 

geology6.  This is a key issue that has been raised by I&APs, particular because of the prevalence of sink 

holes in the area as a result of mining activities, and the questionable stability of the land post closure. 

4.4.3. As per the 2017 Public Participation Guidelines, we request that extensive consultation is had with I&APs 

within the project area with the express purpose of gathering more information on the existing socio-

economic and environmental problems that local residents already suffer from in the area. This 

information should then be provided to the respective specialists to consider and address in their 

specialist reports. 

4.4.4. Apart from assessing the on-site impacts, we request that the biodiversity specialist also identifies and 

assesses the impact of the proposed development on the regional ecological linkages (current and 

planned) as well as the ability of the land to regenerate and support biodiversity after the respective 

areas have been mined. 

4.4.5. We request that the socio-economic specialist and the vibration and blasting specialist include in their 

assessments the impacts of blasting on low-cost and informal dwellings, as these buildings and structures 

are likely to be of lower building standards, and therefore, less robust.   

4.5.  In respect of the proposed public participation process, we do not agree that a 30-day I&AP comment 

period on the EIA Report, the Environmental Management Programme (“EMPr”) and specialist reports 

meets the objective of Integrated Environmental Management in Section 23 of NEMA to “ensure 

adequate and appropriate opportunity for public participation”. 

4.6. The prescribed 30 days in the Regulations is the minimum number of days required for public review of 

reports; it is not a fixed or maximum number. As per the 2017 Public Participation Guideline, “the 

minimum requirements for public participation outlined in the EIA Regulations will not necessarily be 

sufficient for all applications ….. and it may be necessary in some situations to incorporate extra steps”.   

                                                           
6 Page 98 of the Scoping Report. 
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4.7. We submit that this is precisely such a situation, and that extra steps are necessary if the EIA process is to 

fulfil Section 23 and the Section 2 principles of NEMA, in particular the principle that requires the 

promotion of “[t]he participation of all interested and affected parties in environmental governance …… 

and all people must have the opportunity to develop the understanding, skills and capacity necessary for 

achieving equitable and effective participation, and participation by vulnerable and disadvantaged 

persons must be ensured”.  

4.8. Some of these extra steps described in the Guideline include: 

4.8.1. addressing the perceptions of unrealistic expectations of the project (e.g. job creation) through 

consultation;  

4.8.2. making the executive summary of reports available in two other regional languages (we suggest 

three additional languages given the project context – see below);  

4.8.3. addressing the high social diversity (socio-economic status, language and cultural) in the area 

through proper consultation; and 

4.8.4. including mechanisms that will ensure full participation by people with special needs (e.g. illiteracy, 

differently abled, etc.). 

4.9. We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the EIA phase, particularly in view of 

the voluminous and highly technical reports that are anticipated should be included: 

4.9.1. A 60-day comment period for the draft EIA Report, inclusive of specialist studies and EMPr.  

4.9.2. A full day workshop or open day to be held with specialists at an easily accessible venue and suitable 

day and time, with translation services available, to allow I&APs to engage verbally with the 

specialists over their findings. 

4.9.3. An executive summary of the draft EIA report in Afrikaans, isiZulu and seSotho, in addition to English. 

4.9.4. Full, objective disclosure with respect to the numbers of jobs for the local community expected to be 

created, a description of the type of skills that will be required for those jobs, and the approximate 

timeline within which such jobs will be created. 

4.9.5. Full, objective disclosure of business opportunities for the local community expected to be created, a 

detailed description of the type of the business opportunities and requirements for access of those 

opportunities and approximate timelines within which those opportunities will be created.  
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4.10. Unless the plan is revised to address the inadequacies described above, we place on record that we do 

not agree with the plan of study for undertaking the EIA as currently proposed. 

5. Request for additional information 

5.1. In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the following material information: 

5.1.1. A copy of the new application for environmental authorisation lodged with DMR on 24 July 2018 or 

thereabouts; 

5.1.2. The reason/s why West Wits submitted a new application for a mining right to DMR; 

5.1.3. Details regarding West Wits’ intentions in respect of Main/South Reef West that has been excluded 

from the current application; 

5.1.4. Detailed information of the processing of the ore off-site, including the name of the facility, the 

volumes of tailings that will be generated from ore mined as part of the West wits Mining Project, 

the licences the facility holds and the measures that it has in place to prevent pollution and 

environmental degradation; 

5.1.5. Detailed terms of reference for each of the specialists. The summarised paragraphs in the Scoping 

Report are insufficiently detailed and do not allow I&APs a full understanding of what the studies will 

entail;  

5.1.6. Notification of any extension that is requested, and granted in terms of Regulation 3(7), including 

copies of correspondence submitted to DMR motivating for such an extension and the 

communications from DMR containing its decision in response thereto; and 

5.1.7. An electronic copy of the Final Scoping Report submitted to DMR, should the applicant proceed with 

the submission of a final Scoping Report despite its shortcomings, in which the changes to the 

current draft version are highlighted for ease of reference.  

6. We reserve the right to comment further on issues raised in this submission as well as those not raised, 

should the Scoping Report be accepted, and environmental authorisation ultimately granted, and should 

we choose to exercise our right to appeal.   

7. Lastly, we remind the EAP of her obligations prescribed by Regulation 13 to be objective, even if this 

results in views and findings that are not favourable to the application, and to disclose all material 

information to I&APs that reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing any decision to be 

taken by DMR and the objectivity of any report. We do so because we have been extremely concerned 
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about the apparent lack of independence and objectivity in the Kimberley West and Creswell Park EIA 

application processes and basic assessment reports, and as such, have requested that the DMR 

investigate these allegations in terms of Regulation 14.   

8. Kindly acknowledge receipt hereof. 

 

 

Best, 

 

________PP_____________________      

LAWYERS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS       

Per: Wayne Ncube  
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Marline Medallie

From: Mary Hurley <maryhurley100@gmail.com>
Sent: 03 September 2018 01:31 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Objection to west wits mining project.
Attachments: mining.jpeg

see attached document. 
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:40 PM
To: 'Andrew Nicholson'
Cc: 'Oliver Jones'
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: Responses to Rand Leases.pdf

Dear Andrew, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Andrew Nicholson [mailto:andrew@umhlaba.co.za]  

Sent: 31 August 2018 09:25 AM 
To: Marline Medallie 

Cc: 'Oliver Jones' 
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Importance: High 

Morning Marline 

Please find attached comments on the scoping report for the resubmission of the mining right application. 

Please ensure that these comments are captured and addressed within the final scoping report for submission to 

the DMR. 

Thank you in anticipation of confirmation of receipt of the attached. 

Regards 

Andrew 

From: Marline Medallie [mailto:mmedallie@slrconsulting.com]  

Sent: 03 August 2018 06:04 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 
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Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Marline Medallie  

Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 

  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases Properties (Pty) Ltd is an interested and affected party for 

this application by virtue of the fact of ownership of the following 

properties which are intersected by the mining right application:

• Portions 407, 408, 409 & 429 of the Farm Roodepoort 237 IQ

Rand Leases (Pty) Ltd has been identified and registered as an Interested 

and/or Affected Party (I&AP) on the West Wits project database.

Although all of these mentioned farm portions of the Farm Roodepoort 

237 IQ are included in the proposed mining right application area ('mine 

site'), only portion 429 (proclaimed for township development) would be 

directly affected by one of the proposed opencast mining areas, namely 

the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases Securitisation (Pty) Ltd is an interested and affected party 

for this application by virtue of the fact of ownership of the following 

properties which are intersected by the mining right application:

• Remainder of Portion 161 of the Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ

Rand Leases Securitisation (Pty) Ltd has been identified and registered as 

an I&AP on the West Wits project database.

Although this farm portion is included in the proposed mine site, this 

farm portion would not be directly affected by any of the proposed 

mining activities.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

West Wits Issues and Response Table December 2018 Page 1 of 15



Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

RE-SUBMISSION:

The fact that the application can change so significantly in the space of 

three months is a serious concern about the overall planning of the 

proposed future mine. Based on my comparison of the original and 

resubmission of the Scoping report, the following main changes have 

been made;

During the public participation process (PPP) of the original mining right 

application process, issues and concerns were raised by I&APs. The 

project team are trying to consider these comments received. However, 

in order to incorporate these comments, changes to the scope of the 

project were required which lead to the need to re-apply for the mining 

right and supporting environmental authorisation applications.

The changes indicated to the open cast pits are correct: Based on the 

Farm portions mentioned above, the only direct impact as a result of 

mining related activities is the Roodepoort Pit.

The changes indicated to the infrastructure complexes are correct: The 

inclusion of the Bird Reef Central Underground Workings does not 

directly impact Rand Leases, and is a target area under Dino Properties 

(Pty) Ltd and DJL Inv (Pty) Ltd as the registered landowners.

The changes in wording regarding processing are correct. 

The change to West wits' empowerment is correct.

No change to the total mineable resource is correct. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide evidence of a pre-feasibility and feasibility report to 

prove the viability of the proposed mining project. The fact that a 40 

hectare underground area can be excluded and a new 52 hectare 

underground mining area be included in the space of 3 months, (with 

no implication on the total minable reserve) raises significant concerns 

about the resource statement and the applicants technical ability for 

the proposed project. As requested during the previous application, 

please provide a copy of the prospecting results and mine works 

programme to prove the viability of the future mine.

All identified resources have been included and referred to however not 

all are going to be considered.

A copy of the resource statement was provided to Rand Leases Properties 

(see proof in Appendix F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 

West Wits Issues and Response Table December 2018 Page 2 of 15



Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide evidence of a Proven Reserve as signed off by a suitable 

qualified person.

The mineral resource as submitted to the Department of Mineral 

Resources (DMR) is as per the DMR requirements. A copy of the resource 

statement was provided to Rand Leases Properties (see proof in Appendix 

F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please explain how in the space of 3 months the area for the Mona Lisa 

pit can increase from 3 hectares to 20 hectares (with no alteration to 

the minable resource).

The layout of the surface infrastructure associated with the Mona Lisa Pit 

was amended to include associated structures and infrastructure such as 

the waste rock dump, topsoil berm and haul road.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

During the previous consultation process for the original scoping 

report, we were informed that no underground mining would be 

implemented from the Bird Reef Central infrastructure area. The fact 

that in less than 3 months a re-submission of the application indicates 

that underground mining will take place from the Bird Reef Central 

infrastructure implies that we were completely misinformed.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report 

went out for public review.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The following comment contained within the alternative section of the 

re-submitted application highlights our concerns around the planning 

of the project:

"The property on which the actual open pit and underground mining 

related activities takes place is dependent on the location of the target 

mineral resource. It follows that no alternatives could be considered 

for the mine site. "

This comment is provided despite the fact that 3 month prior to the 

submission of this application a completely different underground 

resource was targeted for exploitation.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. The proposed Main/South 

Reef West Infrastructure Complex and Underground Workings had to be 

excluded from the Mining Right Application as the project team became 

aware that the surface area had been proclaimed a new township, which 

will require rezoning. This resulted in the inclusion of the proposed Bird 

Reef Central Underground Workings. Therefore to inform you adequately 

the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report went out for 

public review.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Upon quering with the EAP for a brief explanation of the reason for the 

reapplication and the main differences between the original and this 

new application. The response received was;

"The applicant felt the need to re-apply in order to:

• Include the consideration of design/layout alternatives for the 

opencast mine pits; and

• Exclude the Main/South Reef Infrastructure Complex and 

underground mine workings which would have been located towards 

the north-western side within the proposed mining right

application area next to Witpoortjie. "

The above is a serious understatement of the changes that have taken 

place between the original and resubmitted application raising concern 

about the EAP’s ability to communicate effectively with interested and 

affected parties."

The changes as mentioned above were as a result of the changes to the 

design/layout of the opencast mining areas and the Bird Reef Central 

Infrastructure Complex.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report 

went out for public review.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

For all interested and affected parties who have dedicated time and 

effort to comment on this application, it is only fair that all differences 

between the 2 projects are clearly highlighted and explained. Without 

this it would be very hard to trust information provided in future about 

the proposed project.

Changes between draft and final reports within the same application 

process will be clearly highlighted. However, changes to the scope of the 

project was required which lead to the need to re-apply for the mining 

right and supporting environmental authorisation applications. Therefore 

to inform you adequately the application was re-submitted and a new 

Scoping Report went out for public review.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

Previous correspondence with West Wits and an independent 

professional opinion obtained during the township development 

application indicated that the reef close to the surface has already been 

mined out to a point where future exploitation was not economically 

viable. Please provide evidence that an economically viable gold 

resource within this area remains available for exploitation. The need 

for this evidence is become more crucial based on the amendments 

made to the application in the space of 3 months.

The letter provided by West Wits to Rand Leases was given at a time prior 

to the quantification of the mineral resource.

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Lease comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Cresswell Park 

Extension 3 development is 3 to 5 years from 2018." 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 12 months 

and 4 month rehabilitation period at the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit can 

take place and be completed prior to Rand Leases' 2020 to 2023 

timelines. Portion 407 of the Farm Roodepoort 237 has not been 

proclaimed for township development.

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

During the time mining is being planned and is taking place, it will 

effectively sterilise Rand Leases opportunity to develop the land. The 

mine must enter into a lease agreement with Rand Leases in order to 

access and use the land. This agreement is to be in place for the 

duration that proceeding with the residential development is not 

possible due to the proposed mining activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Leases comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Cresswell Park 

Extension 3 development is 3 to 5 years from 2018. " 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 12 months 

and 4 months rehabilitation period at the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit can 

take place and be completed prior to the 2020 to 2023 timelines for the 

Creswell Park Extension 3 development.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

Known servitudes which occur on the property include, electrical 

servitudes, pipeline servitudes and cable servitudes. Please ensure all 

existing servitudes are shown on future plans. Should these servitudes 

be affected by future mining, then either they should be avoided or 

appropriate authorisations must be acquired to move the servitude and 

the related infrastructure.

West Wits is in agreement that should these servitudes be affected, 

authorisation will be obtained.

Meetings were held between the applicant and the respective 

infrastructure owners and site visits along the servitudes as well as risk 

assessments were conducted. Ongoing consultation will take place. 

Although the pipeline routes were made available to the applicant, the 

respective infrastructure owners requested these routes not to be put 

out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the environmental impact assessment 

(EIA) phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Guarantees must be given concerning the maximum proposed depth 

and length of the mining activities and the timeline proposed.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

A study is required to define the compaction levels required to 

facilitate future residential and industrial development. Once 

determined, these compaction levels need to be stated in the closure 

objectives for this specific project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Final closure to facilitate the development activities must be 

documented in the closure plan and must consider the requirements of 

Cresswell Park Extension 3 project and Rand Leases Extension 15 

Industrial Project.

In the closure plan which will be made available for public review with 

the EIA Report, reference will be made that the end land use will have to 

be aligned to the Creswell Park Extension 3 Project and Rand Leases 

Extension 15 Industrial Project.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Sections of the pit falls within the blasting zone of Maxem Dantex. 

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to. Rand 

Leases will only support this project if Maxam Dantex have indicated in 

writing their acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

The following land occupiers on the Remainder of Portion 161 of the 

Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ must be consulted and given the 

opportunity to provide input into the Environmental Authorisation 

Process (Contacts details of land occupiers are available on request):

a. Maxam Dantex

b. EnviroServ

c. Much Asphalt

d. B and V Mining and Slabs

e. Natures Dream Bread

f. SCK Fuel Distributors CC

g. High Flame (Pty) Ltd

h. AC Signs and Marking (Pty) Ltd

i. Mlilo Projects (Pty) Ltd

The land occupiers were registered as I&APs on the West Wits project 

database and will be included in future correspondence regarding the 

regulatory process. Please refer to Appendix F for a copy of the I&AP 

Database.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Guarantees need to be made that existing tenant holders will not be 

restricted in terms of “business as usual” during the mining operations.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

During the time mining is being planned and is taking place, it will 

effectively sterilise Rand Leases opportunity to develop the remainder 

of Rand Leases Extension 15 Industrial Project, which is

imminent. The mine must enter into a lease agreement with Rand 

Leases in order to access and use the land. This agreement is to be in 

place for the duration that proceeding with the industrial

development is not possible due to the proposed mining activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Lease comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Rand Leases 

Extension 15 Industrial Project within 1 to 2 years from 2018 ." 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 8 months 

and 3 month rehabilitation period at the 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit can take 

place and be completed prior to the 2019 to 2020 timelines for the Rand 

Leases Extension 15 Industrial Project.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Please ensure all existing servitudes (sewage lines, water pipe lines and 

electrical lines) covering the property are shown on future plans. 

Should these servitudes be affected by future mining, then either they 

should be avoided or appropriate authorisations must be acquired to 

move the servitude and the related infrastructure.

West Wits agrees that should these servitudes be affected, authorisation 

will be obtained.

Meetings have been held between the applicant and the respective 

infrastructure owners and site visits along the servitudes and risk 

assessments were conducted. Ongoing consultation will take place. 

Although the pipeline routes were made available to the applicant, the 

respective infrastructure owners requested that these routes not  be put 

out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the EIA phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Services to tenants will be affected by the open cast mining such as the 

bulk outfall sewer, water lines, and overhead electrical lines, provision 

needs to be made that alternate services are provided so that the 

businesses are not impacted.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

A critical access road is been mined through blocking access for Dantex 

to access the factory site. An alternative access road (which is similar in 

distance) need to be planned for and provided. Uninhibited access from 

the Dantex office complete to the factory site must be provided.

A Traffic specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the Environmental 

Management Programme (EMPr). The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr 

and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

All impacts must be considered cumulatively with the existing impacts 

within the area.

A cumulative impact assessment will be included in the EIA Report.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley East Pit Activity

This pit is planned within the blasting zone of Dantex. Rand Leases will 

only support this project if Dantex have indicated in writing their 

acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley East Pit Activity

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

This shaft complex is planned within the blasting zone of Dantex. 

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to. Rand 

Leases will only support this project if Dantex have indicated in writing 

their acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

The Dantex explosive factory is planned to be undermined. Stability 

studies undertaken by a qualified rock mechanic is required to prove 

that no surface subsidence will take place as a result of mining.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

Dantex will blast continue to blast on a daily basis. Conditions of their 

explosive permit must be adhered to.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

Rand Leases has a long term rolling lease with Dantex, and any action 

which has an affect to this lease, will be a considerable amount.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Bird Reef Underground Activity

As this project currently stands (as described in the Scoping Report) 

there will be no direct impact from the infrastrucuture development or 

the underground mining activities on any Rand Leases properties. 

However the impact on services within the area (electricity /traffic / 

water etc) will effect Rand Leases proposed developments.

West Wits is in agreement that should these services be affected, 

alternate services should be provided.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Bird Reef Underground Activity

Gaurantees need to be provided concerning the extent of the 

underground mining area. What is stopping the mine expanding on the 

application area covered by the Scoping Report.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. In the event that the applicant would 

like to expand underground mining areas within the mine site that is not 

included in the current mining right application process, an EIA 

amendment process will have to be followed. 

The boundaries of the proposed mining right application area will also be 

amended by significantly reducing the size of the application area. This 

will be included in the EIA Report which will be made available for public 

review. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A copy of the mine works programme for the application. The reason 

for the request of this document is to be able to fully understand the 

future planning intentions of the mine as these

plans have a direct impact on the future landowner development plans. 

Understanding planning and time horizons is critical for the landowner.

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of all existing servitudes dissecting our properties must be 

shown on a plan and overlaid by the proposed projects.

Meetings between the applicant and the respective infrastructure owners 

and site visits along the servitudes and risk assessments have been held. 

Ongoing consultation will take place. Although the pipeline routes were 

made available to the applicant, the respective infrastructure owners 

requested that these routes not be put out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the EIA phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of all proposed roads / pipelines / channels / all other 

“supporting infrastructure” (as defined in the Scoping Report) to be 

installed to access the various mining activities contained

within the proposed project.

This comment is noted and details supporting infrastructure will be 

provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of access to required services (potable water / electricity / 

sewage)

This comment is noted and more details of access to required services 

will be provided in the EIA phase.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A plan showing the exact proposed depth of mining in the underground 

section affecting our property. This is critical to plan for the future 

development activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Detailed site layout plans for each project area. Detailed site layout plans of the opencast mining areas are provided in 

the Scoping Report. Detailed site layout plans of the infrastructure 

complexes will be provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Detail about the scheduling of the proposed open cast mining activities. The opencast mining schedule depends on the ongoing consultation with 

landowners in terms of agreements. More detail will be provided in the 

EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A detailed closure plan and associated financial provision costing for 

the implementing of closure activities (when completed). When 

developing the closure plans they must take cognisance of the 

requirements of the existing developments planned.

In the closure plan which will be made available for public review with 

the EIA Report, reference will be made that the end land use will have to 

be aligned to the proposed housing and industrial developments.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Confirmation that the required compaction levels to facilitate future 

residential housing development (up to 240 units per hectare) / 

industrial development can be achieved after rehabilitation of the pits.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A full surface subsidence specialist study must be commissioned. It is 

critical to confirm that surface subsidence will not be a concern, as 

confirmed by a qualified independent rock engineer. Terms of 

reference for this study should be provided in the Scoping Report.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please investigate the likelihood of mine induced seismic activities as a 

result of the proposed underground mining activities.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Additional information is requested in terms of the implications of 

mining for Uranium.

a. Where will Uranium minerals be extracted from and processed?

b. What is the current and proposed residual radiation levels?

c. Residual radiation levels must be acceptable for future 

developmental activities.

A Radiological specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

During the EIA phase of the application a town planner must provide 

evidence that the existing services within the area can handle the 

additional requirements in terms of;

a. Road networks / traffic impact

b. Electricity

c. Water

d. Sewage.

This comment is noted and more details on the capacity of existing 

services will be provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Expand on where dewatering and associated treatment of such water 

will occur.

Surface Water and Groundwater specialist studies will be conducted 

which will address these comments. The findings of the studies will be 

included into the EIA Report and the mitigation thereof will be addressed 

in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports 

will be made available for public review. The specialist studies terms of 

reference are included in Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The Scoping Report indicates that blasting activities may take place 

from year 6 onward, implying that no blasting will be implemented for 

the open cast activities. This is contradicted with Table 18 of the report 

which indicates blasting impacts could be experienced for both open 

cast and underground mining activities. Details concerning blasting 

needs to be expanded upon, 

a. Will there be any blasting associated with the open cast activities?

b. If yes, how frequent is occasional?

c. what blasting zone will be implemented?

d. What restrictions will this impose on our developmental plans?

No blasting will take place as part of the opencast mining. Opencast 

mining was incorrectly identified as an activity which will have a blasting 

and vibration related impact in Table 18. This will be rectified in the EIA 

phase. 

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The outline of the pits needs to be defined by coordinates which can be 

audited and included in any future lease agreement.

This comment is noted and coordinates will be provided in the EIA 

Report.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The mine needs to guarantee that the landowner can proceed with 

development as soon as rehabilitation of the pits is completed. The 

mine must in conjunction with the DMR guarantee that the land is not 

sterilised for the duration of the proposed underground activities (i.e. 

25 years). The landowner needs to be compensated until such time a 

partial closure certificate in terms of the MPRDA (for the pits) is 

obtained.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

No restriction / objection on any application to facilitate future 

developmental activities by the mine.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Update the surrounding land use table to accurately reflect 

surrounding land users / occupiers.

This comment is noted and the land use table will be updated in the EIA 

phase as information becomes available.
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Based on studies completed for Rand Leases there are known heritage 

resources located on the various properties.

A Heritage specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please investigate if there is any chance of acid mine drainage resulting 

from mining activities, which may impact future implementation of 

piping for services required for future development?

The Groundwater specialist study will address these comments. The 

findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report and the 

mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive 

of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public 

review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 

of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide a storm water management plan for each specific 

project site to be implemented both during and post mining in the 

areas. Final slope of rehabilitated land must be free flowing and

compliment the needs of the future developmental activities.

A Surface Water specialist study (including a storm water management 

plan) will be conducted which will address these comments. The findings 

of the study will be included into the EIA Report and the mitigation 

thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the 

EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Will the mining activities result in increased radiation levels within the 

vicinity of the pits and dumps?

A Radiological specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Provide detail concerning the proposed security arrangement in terms 

of access control and ensuring trespassing of future mine employees is 

prevented.

This comment is noted and more detail regarding the proposed security 

arrangements will be provided in the EIA Report.
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please explain why the re-submitted report has amended the dealing 

with waste within the footprint of the areas affected by the proposed 

mining from;

a. Original Report: “The proposed project would require the bulldozing, 

sorting and disposal of this waste.” To;

b. Re-submitted report: “The final management of this waste is yet to 

be determined”

The illegally dumped general waste which already exists within the mine 

site needs to be quantified in order to determine the final management 

thereof. More details on the final management of waste will be provided 

in the EIA Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases look forward to evidence that all the above concerns / 

queries will be addressed during the EIA phase of the application.

As per the above responses, more detail will be provided in the EIA 

phase. 
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:44 PM
To: 'Shandu, Khethiwe'
Cc: Stofberg-Nel, Handri; Wheatcroft, Brett; Shewring, Paul; Ledwaba, Khomotjo; Van 

dyk, Morne
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: Responses to MAXAM Dantex.pdf

Dear Shandu, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Shandu, Khethiwe [mailto:kshandu@maxam.net]  

Sent: 07 August 2018 03:24 PM 
To: Marline Medallie 

Cc: Stofberg-Nel, Handri; Wheatcroft, Brett; Shewring, Paul; Ledwaba, Khomotjo; Van dyk, Morne 
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Good day Marline 

Kindly find attached our comments to be captured as an interested and affected party of the proposed West Wits 

Mining Project. 

Kind Regards,

Khethiwe Shandu 

Terra Solutions 

Purchasing Manager 

South Africa 

kshandu@maxam.net 

maxam.net 

1 Club Terrace Street 

Rand Leases Mines, Roodepoort 

+27 11 831 1300

+27 83 293 1592

The information in this e-mail is confidential and is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-mail by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the 

intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted in reliance on this,  

is prohibited and may be unlawful. Whilst all reasonable steps are taken to ensure the accuracy and integrity of information and data transmitted electronically 

and to preserve the confidentiality thereof, no liability or responsibility whatsoever is accepted if  

information is, for whatever reason, corrupted or does not reach its intended destination. 
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From: Marline Medallie <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com>  

Sent: 03 August 2018 06:05 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

 

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Marline Medallie  

Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 
  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Open Pit Activities - 11 Shaft Pit Activity

According the OSH-ACT #85, Explosives regulation which stipulated the 

safety distance, the 11 Shaft Pit Activities are situated within the 

outer/public safety distance of one of the magazines. Bearing in mind 

that the safety distances are calculated to minimize the casualties and 

dame of people and property during an incident, allowing mining 

activities within the safety zone will contravene the legal requirement 

for operation. In addition, it will also endanger the livers of +/-50 

people working in the area including the fleet as indicated in the report.

The waste rock dump and ROM ore stockpile crusher area for the 

proposed 11 Shaft opencast pit falls within the MAXAM Dantex safety 

distance.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly.  

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Open Pit Activities - 11 Shaft Pit Activity

The proposed open cast mining activities is situated directly on the 

access road to the Dantex Factory facility which will affect the business' 

operations as all transportaion of raw material, products and personnel 

to and from the factory will be hindered.

A Traffic specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the Environmental 

Management Programme (EMPr). The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr 

and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The proposed underground mining activities as per the scoping report 

indicates that the activities will occur directly underneath the factory. 

The factory inclused storage magazines housing approximately 100 

tonnes of explosives at any given time. The underground operations 

that shall be taking place such as blasting and drilling pose a high risk of 

structural integrity deterioration which will compromise the safety of 

the magazines resulting in incidents such as explosion.

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The portion of the proposed Kimberley Reef East Infrastructure 

Complex is situated within the leased buffer zone.

As per Figure D5 of the Scoping Report dated December 2018, the 

proposed Kimberley Reef East Infrastructure Complex will not be located 

in the MAXAM Dantex safety distance.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The past mining activities have resulted in unstable ground which 

currently is resulting in sinkholes within the factory. As such, further 

underground mining activities pose a major threat of more sinkholes 

occuring jeopardising the safety of the facility and personnel within.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The factory conducts blasting activities on a daily basis as part of the 

Product Quality tests. Thus, a combination of blasting activities on the 

surface and underground poses a threat of ground instability leading to 

collapse and sinkholes.

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

Increased traffic of personnel around the factory will compromise the 

security and thus increase the chances of theft of explosives 

particularly in view of the escalating cash in transit heists involving 

explosives.

A Social specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:35 PM
To: Mametlwe Sebei; projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Du Toit Wilken; 

rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za
Cc: Michael Clements; Janice Tooley; Wayne Ncube; michael@lhr.org.za; Jessica Buhler 

(JessicaBuhler@lhr.org.za)
Subject: RE: LHR Submission on the West Wits (Pty) Ltd Scoping Report
Attachments: Responses to LHR.pdf

Dear Mametlwe Sebei, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

Marline Medallie
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
-

+27 11 467 0945 

 2031 
-

Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
-

Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer

This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated.

From: Mametlwe Sebei [mailto:Sebei@lhr.org.za]  

Sent: 03 September 2018 04:35 PM 

To: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Du Toit Wilken; rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Marline Medallie 
Cc: Michael Clements; Janice Tooley; Wayne Ncube 

Subject: LHR Submission on the West Wits (Pty) Ltd Scoping Report 

Dear Mr Marline 

Kindly find attached LHR submission on the Scoping Report for your attention. 

Best 

Mametlwe Sebei 



Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 3 September

2018

We act on behalf of Communities Against Mining, a registered 

Interested and Affected Party (“I&AP”) for the environmental impact 

assessment (“EIA”) process being undertaken for the West Wits Mining 

Project proposed by West Wits MLI (Pty) Ltd (“West Wits” or “the 

applicant”).

These comments are separate to our submission to the Department of 

Mineral Resources (“DMR”) (which is copied to you) regarding the 

applicant’s non-compliance with Regulation 11(2) requiring the 

submission of a single application where there is an intended 

undertaking of more than one activity as part of the same 

development. If we are correct in our submission, the current Scoping 

process is fundamentally flawed, as it does not include the proposed 

Kimberley West and Creswell Park mining activities that are part of the 

applicant’s same development.

For the proposed Kimberley West and Creswell Park opencast pits, two 

separate Mining Permit (MP) applications have been applied for over two 

separate farms . The MP areas have been removed from the Prospecting 

Right (PR) area via a Section 102 in terms of the Mineral and Petroleum 

Resources Development Act, 2002 (No. 28 of 2002) (MPRDA). The chief 

motives for beginning mining under a MP were based on: the directive 

received from the DMR to mine the ore close to surface, thereby also 

discouraging artisanal/illegal miners in the area, and to commence 

rehabilitation of the opencast pits; a shorter timeframe is also required 

for a MP to be approved by the DMR.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

We note at the outset our dissatisfaction that comments submitted by 

I&APs during the public participation process that commenced in late 

March 2018, and which included a public review of the Scoping Report 

prepared in support of the original application for a mining right and 

environmental authorisation, have not been included in this Scoping 

Report. I&APs were also not informed that the comments they had 

submitted previously would not be included.

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

It is unacceptable to simply state that these I&APs comments have 

been used to inform the Scoping Report currently under review but not 

formally record them therein, especially as it is acknowledged in 

Section 6.2 of the Scoping Report that, “the nature of the project (that 

is, open pit and underground mining) and overall project location has 

not changed and therefore this knowledge [i.e. a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues] is 

deemed relevant to the current application ”

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

I&APs spent considerable time and effort preparing and submitting 

comments, attending the first and second round of meetings, and 

reviewing and commenting on the previous version of the draft Scoping 

Report. They had a legitimate expectation that these comments would 

be included in the current Scoping Report and accompanied by an 

indication of which issues were incorporated, alternatively the reasons 

for not including them, as per the requirements of Appendix 2 of the 

Regulations.

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Of equal concern is the Scoping Report’s lack of locality plans and 

descriptions of all listed activities for which environmental 

authorisation and a waste management licence are being sought, as 

Appendix 2 of the Regulations requires.

As per Section 2. (1) (c) of Appendix 2 of the National Environmental 

Management Act, 1998 (No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA) and Environmental 

Impact Assessment Regulations (EIA Regulations) published in 

Government Notice (GN) No. 982 of 4 December 2014, as amended, an 

infrastructure plan of the project showing the location and extent of all 

activities applied for at an appropriate scale is provided in Section 2 of 

the Scoping Report dated August 2018 (see Figures 3 to 6 and Appendix 

D). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Apart from the mining activities, the access and haul roads, residue 

stockpiles (waste rock dumps and topsoil berms) and primary 

processing facilities, there is no such plan or proper description 

included of inter alia bulk water, sewage and wastewater pipelines; 

sewage and wastewater treatment plants; bioremediation plant; water 

storage dams; hazardous waste storage lagoons; fuel storage facilities; 

watercourse crossings; and notice boards, despite these triggering 

listed activities in their own right.

As per Section 2. (1) (c) of Appendix 2 of the NEMA and EIA Regulations 

(2014), as amended, an infrastructure plan of the project showing the 

location and extent of all activities applied for at an appropriate scale is 

provided in Section 2 of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 (see 

Figures 3 to 6 and Appendix D). 

The Scoping Report also makes mention in the Project Description under 

the relevant sections that: "Further details will be provided in the EIA 

report"  (see Section 2.3 of the Scoping Report dated August 2018).

Detailed site layout plans of the infrastructure complexes will be 

provided in the EIA phase.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

There is also no description or assessment of site alternatives for these 

other listed activities. There is also no description of design and layout 

alternatives for the two underground mining activities and their 

respective aboveground infrastructure complexes.

Site alternatives for any of the other listed activities applied for will be 

identified and described during the EIA phase,  based on the outcomes of 

the PPP and findings of the specialist studies.

Due to the reasons provided in the Scoping Report, design and layout 

alternatives do not currently exist for the infrastructure complexes and 

underground workings, however alternatives will be identified and 

described during the EIA phase based on the outcomes of the PPP and 

findings of the specialist studies (see Section 6.1.2  and 6.1.3 of the 

Scoping Report dated August 2018).
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Apart from the statements in the Scoping Report that “[a]ll run-of 

mine material will be transported to an existing processing plant off-

site for concentrating of minerals ”, there is no further description 

about the project impacts off-site, including those in respect of the 

tailings generated by the mining activities.

The processing plant and related tailings failitie(s) are already in 

existance, is located off site and have an approved authorisation to 

receive run-of mine material. Therefore the processing plant and its 

related impacts does not form part of the West Wits mining right and 

environmental application. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

If any of the information mentioned above is not yet available, we 

submit that the applicant has been premature in submitting its 

application. Without such information, there can be no compliance 

with Appendix 2 of the EIA regulations; no meaningful identification 

and assessment of impacts or public participation; no acceptance of 

the Scoping Report by DMR and no therefore, no granting of an 

environmental authorisation or waste management licence.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

For these reasons we submit that the DMR should reject the Scoping 

Report outright as this flaw cannot be remedied by simply including the 

requisite information in the Final Scoping report to DMR (as this would 

defy the requirements of public participation), or as is the EAP’s 

recorded intention, to address gaps in the EIA phase.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

We also submit that the applicant is not entitled to an extension under 

Regulation 3(7) in order to address the flaws in the Scoping Report as 

the absence of this mandatory information cannot be viewed as an 

unanticipated expansion of scope or an exceptional circumstance.

To date no extensions have been requested or granted by the DMR. 
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

As set out above, we submit that the Scoping Report as it currently 

stands is fatally flawed in a number of respects, such that the DMR is 

required to reject submission of the Scoping Report in its entirety. 

However, should the DMR accept this document, we submit that 

proposed plan of study for undertaking the EIA process is also 

fundamentally flawed, as follows.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Our comments on the plan of study for undertaking the EIA as set out 

in Section 7 of the Scoping Report pertain to the proposed:

-  alternatives (Section 7.1);

-  specialists studies (Sections 7.2 – 7.4); and

-  public participation process (Section 7.7).

The plan of study for undertaking the EIA process requires the 

description of the alternatives to be considered and assessed within 

the preferred site. Except for the opencast mining activities, there is no 

such description of alternatives in Section 7.1, or Section 6.1 to which 

Section 7.1 refers.

Site alternatives for any of the other listed activities applied for will be 

identified, described and assessed during the EIA phase  based on the 

outcomes of the PPP and findings of the specialist studies.

Due to the reasons provided in the Scoping Report, design and layout 

alternatives do not currently exist for the infrastructure complexes and 

underground workings, however alternatives will be identified,  described 

and assessed during the EIA phase based on the outcomes of the PPP and 

findings of the specialist studies (see Section 6.1.2  and 6.1.3 of the 

Scoping Report dated August 2018).

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We note that no provision has been made for a specialist to assess the 

impact of the proposed project on the planning framework or proposed 

developments not yet commenced. This is considered essential for a 

project of this nature, which has a lifespan of over 30 years and will 

sterilise the use of such land until and unless land is successfully 

rehabilitated after mining has concluded.

A townplanner has been identified as part of the technical project team 

to provide guidance and advice, and to address this comment during the 

EIA phase.
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We also do not support the proposal for there not be a specialist study 

for assessing the impacts on geology. This is a key issue that has been 

raised by I&APs, particular because of the prevalence of sink holes in 

the area as a result of mining activities, and the questionable stability 

of the land post closure.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

As per the 2017 Public Participation Guidelines, we request that 

extensive consultation is had with I&APs within the project area with 

the express purpose of gathering more information on the existing 

socio-economic and environmental problems that local residents 

already suffer from in the area. This information should then be 

provided to the respective specialists to consider and address in their 

specialist reports.

A Social specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

Apart from assessing the on-site impacts, we request that the 

biodiversity specialist also identifies and assesses the impact of the 

proposed development on the regional ecological linkages (current and 

planned) as well as the ability of the land to regenerate and support 

biodiversity after the respective areas have been mined.

A Biodiversity specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We request that the socio-economic specialist and the vibration and 

blasting specialist include in their assessments the impacts of blasting 

on low-cost and informal dwellings, as these buildings and structures 

are likely to be of lower building standards, and therefore, less robust.

A Socio-economic specialist study and a Vibration and Blasting specialist 

study will be conducted which will address these comments. The findings 

of the studies will be included into the EIA Report and the mitigation 

thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the 

EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the proposed public participation process, we do not 

agree that a 30-day I&AP comment period on the EIA Report, the 

Environmental Management Programme (“EMPr”) and specialist 

reports meets the objective of Integrated Environmental Management 

in Section 23 of NEMA to “ensure adequate and appropriate 

opportunity for public participation ”.

Extensive PPP has been conducted as part of the revised application 

process (see Section 6.2 of the scoping Report dated August 2018).

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

The prescribed 30 days in the Regulations is the minimum number of 

days required for public review of reports; it is not a fixed or maximum 

number. As per the 2017 Public Participation Guideline, “the minimum 

requirements for public participation outlined in the EIA Regulations 

will not necessarily be sufficient for all applications ….. and it may be 

necessary in some situations to incorporate extra steps”.

We submit that this is precisely such a situation, and that extra steps 

are necessary if the EIA process is to fulfil Section 23 and the Section 2 

principles of NEMA, in particular the principle that requires the 

promotion of “[t]he participation of all interested and affected parties 

in environmental governance …… and all people must have the 

opportunity to develop the understanding, skills and capacity necessary 

for achieving equitable and effective participation, and participation by 

vulnerable and disadvantaged persons must be ensured”.

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Some of these extra steps described in the Guideline include:

4.8.1. addressing the perceptions of unrealistic expectations of the 

project (e.g. job creation) through consultation;

4.8.2. making the executive summary of reports available in two other 

regional languages (we suggest three additional languages given the 

project context – see below);

4.8.3. addressing the high social diversity (socio-economic status, 

language and cultural) in the area through proper consultation; and

4.8.4. including mechanisms that will ensure full participation by 

people with special needs (e.g. illiteracy, differently abled, etc.).

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

A 60-day comment period for the draft EIA Report, inclusive of 

specialist studies and EMPr.

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

A full day workshop or open day to be held with specialists at an easily 

accessible venue and suitable day and time, with translation services 

available, to allow I&APs to engage verbally with the specialists over 

their findings.

Although this is not a requirement by the NEMA EIA Regulations (2014) 

as amended, it will be considered by the applicant.
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for the scoping report
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mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

An executive summary of the draft EIA report in Afrikaans, isiZulu and 

seSotho, in addition to English.

The executive summary has been communicated in the most appropriate 

language spoken in the area. 

It will be considered by the applicant whether the executive summary can 

be translated into two additional languages as suggested by the PPP 

Guidelines?

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

Full, objective disclosure with respect to the numbers of jobs for the 

local community expected to be created, a description of the type of 

skills that will be required for those jobs, and the approximate timeline 

within which such jobs will be created.

This will be elaborate upon in the EIA phase.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

Full, objective disclosure of business opportunities for the local 

community expected to be created, a detailed description of the type 

of the business opportunities and requirements for access of those 

opportunities and approximate timelines within which those 

opportunities will be created.

This will be elaborate upon in the EIA phase.
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mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Unless the plan is revised to address the inadequacies described above, 

we place on record that we do not agree with the plan of study for 

undertaking the EIA as currently proposed.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

A copy of the new application for environmental authorisation lodged 

with DMR on 24 July 2018 or thereabouts;

 A copy of the application for Environmental Authorisation in support of 

the Mining Right Application was provided (see proof included in 

Appendix F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

The reason/s why West Wits submitted a new application for a mining 

right to DMR;

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately that the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping 

Report went out for public review.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Details regarding West Wits’ intentions in respect of Main/South Reef 

West that has been excluded from the current application;

In the event that the applicant would like to expand underground mining 

areas within the mine site e.g. Main/South Reef West that is not included 

in the current mining right application process, an EIA amendment 

process will have to be followed. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Detailed information of the processing of the ore off-site, including the 

name of the facility, the volumes of tailings that will be generated from 

ore mined as part of the West Wits Mining Project, the licences the 

facility holds and the measures that it has in place to prevent pollution 

and environmental degradation;

According to West Wits, the off-site processing plant that has been 

identified for the concentrating of minerals is located approximately 40 

km from the proposed West Wits project area.
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mark with an X where those 
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Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Detailed terms of reference for each of the specialists. The summarised 

paragraphs in the Scoping Report are insufficiently detailed and do not 

allow I&APs a full understanding of what the studies will entail;

As per the Appendix 2 of the NEMA EIA Regulations (2014) as amended, 

the specialists' terms of reference as included in Section 7 of the Scoping 

Report includes the environmental aspects, as well as a description of the 

proposed method of assessing the environmental aspects and the aspects 

to be assessed. The detailed terms of reference of each specialist study 

will be included in the specialist reports which will be attached to the EIA 

Report.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Notification of any extension that is requested, and granted in terms of 

Regulation 3(7), including copies of correspondence submitted to DMR 

motivating for such an extension and the communications from DMR 

containing its decision in response thereto; and

To date no extensions have been requested or granted by the DMR. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

An electronic copy of the Final Scoping Report submitted to DMR, 

should the applicant proceed with the submission of a final Scoping 

Report despite its shortcomings, in which the changes to the current 

draft version are highlighted for ease of reference.

We reserve the right to comment further on issues raised in this 

submission as well as those not raised, should the Scoping Report be 

accepted, and environmental authorisation ultimately granted, and 

should we choose to exercise our right to appeal.

All registered I&APs will obtain access to the electronic copy of the 

Scoping Report as submitted to the DMR highlighting the changes since 

the public review period.
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Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Lastly, we remind the EAP of her obligations prescribed by Regulation 

13 to be objective, even if this results in views and findings that are not 

favourable to the application, and to disclose all material information 

to I&APs that reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing 

any decision to be taken by DMR and the objectivity of any report. We 

do so because we have been extremely concerned about the apparent 

lack of independence and objectivity in the Kimberley West and 

Creswell Park EIA application processes and basic assessment reports, 

and as such, have requested that the DMR investigate these allegations 

in terms of Regulation 14.

Please refer to the undertaking by the Environmental Assessment 

Practitioner (EAP) (see Section 9 of the Scoping Report dated August 

2018).
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:40 PM
To: 'Andrew Nicholson'
Cc: 'Oliver Jones'
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: Responses to Rand Leases.pdf

Dear Andrew, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Andrew Nicholson [mailto:andrew@umhlaba.co.za]  

Sent: 31 August 2018 09:25 AM 
To: Marline Medallie 

Cc: 'Oliver Jones' 
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Importance: High 

Morning Marline 

Please find attached comments on the scoping report for the resubmission of the mining right application. 

Please ensure that these comments are captured and addressed within the final scoping report for submission to 

the DMR. 

Thank you in anticipation of confirmation of receipt of the attached. 

Regards 

Andrew 

From: Marline Medallie [mailto:mmedallie@slrconsulting.com]  

Sent: 03 August 2018 06:04 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 



2

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Marline Medallie  

Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 

  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases Properties (Pty) Ltd is an interested and affected party for 

this application by virtue of the fact of ownership of the following 

properties which are intersected by the mining right application:

• Portions 407, 408, 409 & 429 of the Farm Roodepoort 237 IQ

Rand Leases (Pty) Ltd has been identified and registered as an Interested 

and/or Affected Party (I&AP) on the West Wits project database.

Although all of these mentioned farm portions of the Farm Roodepoort 

237 IQ are included in the proposed mining right application area ('mine 

site'), only portion 429 (proclaimed for township development) would be 

directly affected by one of the proposed opencast mining areas, namely 

the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases Securitisation (Pty) Ltd is an interested and affected party 

for this application by virtue of the fact of ownership of the following 

properties which are intersected by the mining right application:

• Remainder of Portion 161 of the Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ

Rand Leases Securitisation (Pty) Ltd has been identified and registered as 

an I&AP on the West Wits project database.

Although this farm portion is included in the proposed mine site, this 

farm portion would not be directly affected by any of the proposed 

mining activities.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

RE-SUBMISSION:

The fact that the application can change so significantly in the space of 

three months is a serious concern about the overall planning of the 

proposed future mine. Based on my comparison of the original and 

resubmission of the Scoping report, the following main changes have 

been made;

During the public participation process (PPP) of the original mining right 

application process, issues and concerns were raised by I&APs. The 

project team are trying to consider these comments received. However, 

in order to incorporate these comments, changes to the scope of the 

project were required which lead to the need to re-apply for the mining 

right and supporting environmental authorisation applications.

The changes indicated to the open cast pits are correct: Based on the 

Farm portions mentioned above, the only direct impact as a result of 

mining related activities is the Roodepoort Pit.

The changes indicated to the infrastructure complexes are correct: The 

inclusion of the Bird Reef Central Underground Workings does not 

directly impact Rand Leases, and is a target area under Dino Properties 

(Pty) Ltd and DJL Inv (Pty) Ltd as the registered landowners.

The changes in wording regarding processing are correct. 

The change to West wits' empowerment is correct.

No change to the total mineable resource is correct. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide evidence of a pre-feasibility and feasibility report to 

prove the viability of the proposed mining project. The fact that a 40 

hectare underground area can be excluded and a new 52 hectare 

underground mining area be included in the space of 3 months, (with 

no implication on the total minable reserve) raises significant concerns 

about the resource statement and the applicants technical ability for 

the proposed project. As requested during the previous application, 

please provide a copy of the prospecting results and mine works 

programme to prove the viability of the future mine.

All identified resources have been included and referred to however not 

all are going to be considered.

A copy of the resource statement was provided to Rand Leases Properties 

(see proof in Appendix F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 
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mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide evidence of a Proven Reserve as signed off by a suitable 

qualified person.

The mineral resource as submitted to the Department of Mineral 

Resources (DMR) is as per the DMR requirements. A copy of the resource 

statement was provided to Rand Leases Properties (see proof in Appendix 

F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please explain how in the space of 3 months the area for the Mona Lisa 

pit can increase from 3 hectares to 20 hectares (with no alteration to 

the minable resource).

The layout of the surface infrastructure associated with the Mona Lisa Pit 

was amended to include associated structures and infrastructure such as 

the waste rock dump, topsoil berm and haul road.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

During the previous consultation process for the original scoping 

report, we were informed that no underground mining would be 

implemented from the Bird Reef Central infrastructure area. The fact 

that in less than 3 months a re-submission of the application indicates 

that underground mining will take place from the Bird Reef Central 

infrastructure implies that we were completely misinformed.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report 

went out for public review.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The following comment contained within the alternative section of the 

re-submitted application highlights our concerns around the planning 

of the project:

"The property on which the actual open pit and underground mining 

related activities takes place is dependent on the location of the target 

mineral resource. It follows that no alternatives could be considered 

for the mine site. "

This comment is provided despite the fact that 3 month prior to the 

submission of this application a completely different underground 

resource was targeted for exploitation.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. The proposed Main/South 

Reef West Infrastructure Complex and Underground Workings had to be 

excluded from the Mining Right Application as the project team became 

aware that the surface area had been proclaimed a new township, which 

will require rezoning. This resulted in the inclusion of the proposed Bird 

Reef Central Underground Workings. Therefore to inform you adequately 

the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report went out for 

public review.
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Upon quering with the EAP for a brief explanation of the reason for the 

reapplication and the main differences between the original and this 

new application. The response received was;

"The applicant felt the need to re-apply in order to:

• Include the consideration of design/layout alternatives for the 

opencast mine pits; and

• Exclude the Main/South Reef Infrastructure Complex and 

underground mine workings which would have been located towards 

the north-western side within the proposed mining right

application area next to Witpoortjie. "

The above is a serious understatement of the changes that have taken 

place between the original and resubmitted application raising concern 

about the EAP’s ability to communicate effectively with interested and 

affected parties."

The changes as mentioned above were as a result of the changes to the 

design/layout of the opencast mining areas and the Bird Reef Central 

Infrastructure Complex.

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping Report 

went out for public review.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

For all interested and affected parties who have dedicated time and 

effort to comment on this application, it is only fair that all differences 

between the 2 projects are clearly highlighted and explained. Without 

this it would be very hard to trust information provided in future about 

the proposed project.

Changes between draft and final reports within the same application 

process will be clearly highlighted. However, changes to the scope of the 

project was required which lead to the need to re-apply for the mining 

right and supporting environmental authorisation applications. Therefore 

to inform you adequately the application was re-submitted and a new 

Scoping Report went out for public review.
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

Previous correspondence with West Wits and an independent 

professional opinion obtained during the township development 

application indicated that the reef close to the surface has already been 

mined out to a point where future exploitation was not economically 

viable. Please provide evidence that an economically viable gold 

resource within this area remains available for exploitation. The need 

for this evidence is become more crucial based on the amendments 

made to the application in the space of 3 months.

The letter provided by West Wits to Rand Leases was given at a time prior 

to the quantification of the mineral resource.

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Lease comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Cresswell Park 

Extension 3 development is 3 to 5 years from 2018." 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 12 months 

and 4 month rehabilitation period at the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit can 

take place and be completed prior to Rand Leases' 2020 to 2023 

timelines. Portion 407 of the Farm Roodepoort 237 has not been 

proclaimed for township development.

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

During the time mining is being planned and is taking place, it will 

effectively sterilise Rand Leases opportunity to develop the land. The 

mine must enter into a lease agreement with Rand Leases in order to 

access and use the land. This agreement is to be in place for the 

duration that proceeding with the residential development is not 

possible due to the proposed mining activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Leases comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Cresswell Park 

Extension 3 development is 3 to 5 years from 2018. " 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 12 months 

and 4 months rehabilitation period at the Roodepoort Main Reef Pit can 

take place and be completed prior to the 2020 to 2023 timelines for the 

Creswell Park Extension 3 development.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit

Known servitudes which occur on the property include, electrical 

servitudes, pipeline servitudes and cable servitudes. Please ensure all 

existing servitudes are shown on future plans. Should these servitudes 

be affected by future mining, then either they should be avoided or 

appropriate authorisations must be acquired to move the servitude and 

the related infrastructure.

West Wits is in agreement that should these servitudes be affected, 

authorisation will be obtained.

Meetings were held between the applicant and the respective 

infrastructure owners and site visits along the servitudes as well as risk 

assessments were conducted. Ongoing consultation will take place. 

Although the pipeline routes were made available to the applicant, the 

respective infrastructure owners requested these routes not to be put 

out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the environmental impact assessment 

(EIA) phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Guarantees must be given concerning the maximum proposed depth 

and length of the mining activities and the timeline proposed.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

A study is required to define the compaction levels required to 

facilitate future residential and industrial development. Once 

determined, these compaction levels need to be stated in the closure 

objectives for this specific project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Roodepoort Main Reef Pit, 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Final closure to facilitate the development activities must be 

documented in the closure plan and must consider the requirements of 

Cresswell Park Extension 3 project and Rand Leases Extension 15 

Industrial Project.

In the closure plan which will be made available for public review with 

the EIA Report, reference will be made that the end land use will have to 

be aligned to the Creswell Park Extension 3 Project and Rand Leases 

Extension 15 Industrial Project.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Sections of the pit falls within the blasting zone of Maxem Dantex. 

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to. Rand 

Leases will only support this project if Maxam Dantex have indicated in 

writing their acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

The following land occupiers on the Remainder of Portion 161 of the 

Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ must be consulted and given the 

opportunity to provide input into the Environmental Authorisation 

Process (Contacts details of land occupiers are available on request):

a. Maxam Dantex

b. EnviroServ

c. Much Asphalt

d. B and V Mining and Slabs

e. Natures Dream Bread

f. SCK Fuel Distributors CC

g. High Flame (Pty) Ltd

h. AC Signs and Marking (Pty) Ltd

i. Mlilo Projects (Pty) Ltd

The land occupiers were registered as I&APs on the West Wits project 

database and will be included in future correspondence regarding the 

regulatory process. Please refer to Appendix F for a copy of the I&AP 

Database.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Guarantees need to be made that existing tenant holders will not be 

restricted in terms of “business as usual” during the mining operations.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

During the time mining is being planned and is taking place, it will 

effectively sterilise Rand Leases opportunity to develop the remainder 

of Rand Leases Extension 15 Industrial Project, which is

imminent. The mine must enter into a lease agreement with Rand 

Leases in order to access and use the land. This agreement is to be in 

place for the duration that proceeding with the industrial

development is not possible due to the proposed mining activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

Reference is made to the statement in the last paragraph on page 2 of 

the Rand Lease comments: "In terms of timelines, Rand Leases believe a 

resonable timeframe for the commencement of the Rand Leases 

Extension 15 Industrial Project within 1 to 2 years from 2018 ." 

These timelines mean that the proposed opencast mining of 8 months 

and 3 month rehabilitation period at the 11 Shaft Main Reef Pit can take 

place and be completed prior to the 2019 to 2020 timelines for the Rand 

Leases Extension 15 Industrial Project.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Please ensure all existing servitudes (sewage lines, water pipe lines and 

electrical lines) covering the property are shown on future plans. 

Should these servitudes be affected by future mining, then either they 

should be avoided or appropriate authorisations must be acquired to 

move the servitude and the related infrastructure.

West Wits agrees that should these servitudes be affected, authorisation 

will be obtained.

Meetings have been held between the applicant and the respective 

infrastructure owners and site visits along the servitudes and risk 

assessments were conducted. Ongoing consultation will take place. 

Although the pipeline routes were made available to the applicant, the 

respective infrastructure owners requested that these routes not  be put 

out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the EIA phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

Services to tenants will be affected by the open cast mining such as the 

bulk outfall sewer, water lines, and overhead electrical lines, provision 

needs to be made that alternate services are provided so that the 

businesses are not impacted.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

A critical access road is been mined through blocking access for Dantex 

to access the factory site. An alternative access road (which is similar in 

distance) need to be planned for and provided. Uninhibited access from 

the Dantex office complete to the factory site must be provided.

A Traffic specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the Environmental 

Management Programme (EMPr). The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr 

and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

11 Shaft Main Reef Pit

All impacts must be considered cumulatively with the existing impacts 

within the area.

A cumulative impact assessment will be included in the EIA Report.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley East Pit Activity

This pit is planned within the blasting zone of Dantex. Rand Leases will 

only support this project if Dantex have indicated in writing their 

acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley East Pit Activity

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

This shaft complex is planned within the blasting zone of Dantex. 

Conditions of Dantex blasting permit need to be adhered to. Rand 

Leases will only support this project if Dantex have indicated in writing 

their acceptance for the project.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

The Dantex explosive factory is planned to be undermined. Stability 

studies undertaken by a qualified rock mechanic is required to prove 

that no surface subsidence will take place as a result of mining.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

Dantex will blast continue to blast on a daily basis. Conditions of their 

explosive permit must be adhered to.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Kimberley Reef East Underground Activity

Rand Leases has a long term rolling lease with Dantex, and any action 

which has an affect to this lease, will be a considerable amount.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Bird Reef Underground Activity

As this project currently stands (as described in the Scoping Report) 

there will be no direct impact from the infrastrucuture development or 

the underground mining activities on any Rand Leases properties. 

However the impact on services within the area (electricity /traffic / 

water etc) will effect Rand Leases proposed developments.

West Wits is in agreement that should these services be affected, 

alternate services should be provided.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Bird Reef Underground Activity

Gaurantees need to be provided concerning the extent of the 

underground mining area. What is stopping the mine expanding on the 

application area covered by the Scoping Report.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. In the event that the applicant would 

like to expand underground mining areas within the mine site that is not 

included in the current mining right application process, an EIA 

amendment process will have to be followed. 

The boundaries of the proposed mining right application area will also be 

amended by significantly reducing the size of the application area. This 

will be included in the EIA Report which will be made available for public 

review. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A copy of the mine works programme for the application. The reason 

for the request of this document is to be able to fully understand the 

future planning intentions of the mine as these

plans have a direct impact on the future landowner development plans. 

Understanding planning and time horizons is critical for the landowner.

A redacted version of the Mining Work Programme will be supplied for 

these areas, and the technical team will continue to engage with Rand 

Leases. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of all existing servitudes dissecting our properties must be 

shown on a plan and overlaid by the proposed projects.

Meetings between the applicant and the respective infrastructure owners 

and site visits along the servitudes and risk assessments have been held. 

Ongoing consultation will take place. Although the pipeline routes were 

made available to the applicant, the respective infrastructure owners 

requested that these routes not be put out in the public domain.

This will be investigated further in the EIA phase. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of all proposed roads / pipelines / channels / all other 

“supporting infrastructure” (as defined in the Scoping Report) to be 

installed to access the various mining activities contained

within the proposed project.

This comment is noted and details supporting infrastructure will be 

provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Details of access to required services (potable water / electricity / 

sewage)

This comment is noted and more details of access to required services 

will be provided in the EIA phase.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A plan showing the exact proposed depth of mining in the underground 

section affecting our property. This is critical to plan for the future 

development activities.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Detailed site layout plans for each project area. Detailed site layout plans of the opencast mining areas are provided in 

the Scoping Report. Detailed site layout plans of the infrastructure 

complexes will be provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Detail about the scheduling of the proposed open cast mining activities. The opencast mining schedule depends on the ongoing consultation with 

landowners in terms of agreements. More detail will be provided in the 

EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A detailed closure plan and associated financial provision costing for 

the implementing of closure activities (when completed). When 

developing the closure plans they must take cognisance of the 

requirements of the existing developments planned.

In the closure plan which will be made available for public review with 

the EIA Report, reference will be made that the end land use will have to 

be aligned to the proposed housing and industrial developments.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Confirmation that the required compaction levels to facilitate future 

residential housing development (up to 240 units per hectare) / 

industrial development can be achieved after rehabilitation of the pits.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

A full surface subsidence specialist study must be commissioned. It is 

critical to confirm that surface subsidence will not be a concern, as 

confirmed by a qualified independent rock engineer. Terms of 

reference for this study should be provided in the Scoping Report.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please investigate the likelihood of mine induced seismic activities as a 

result of the proposed underground mining activities.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Additional information is requested in terms of the implications of 

mining for Uranium.

a. Where will Uranium minerals be extracted from and processed?

b. What is the current and proposed residual radiation levels?

c. Residual radiation levels must be acceptable for future 

developmental activities.

A Radiological specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

During the EIA phase of the application a town planner must provide 

evidence that the existing services within the area can handle the 

additional requirements in terms of;

a. Road networks / traffic impact

b. Electricity

c. Water

d. Sewage.

This comment is noted and more details on the capacity of existing 

services will be provided in the EIA phase.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Expand on where dewatering and associated treatment of such water 

will occur.

Surface Water and Groundwater specialist studies will be conducted 

which will address these comments. The findings of the studies will be 

included into the EIA Report and the mitigation thereof will be addressed 

in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports 

will be made available for public review. The specialist studies terms of 

reference are included in Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 
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mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The Scoping Report indicates that blasting activities may take place 

from year 6 onward, implying that no blasting will be implemented for 

the open cast activities. This is contradicted with Table 18 of the report 

which indicates blasting impacts could be experienced for both open 

cast and underground mining activities. Details concerning blasting 

needs to be expanded upon, 

a. Will there be any blasting associated with the open cast activities?

b. If yes, how frequent is occasional?

c. what blasting zone will be implemented?

d. What restrictions will this impose on our developmental plans?

No blasting will take place as part of the opencast mining. Opencast 

mining was incorrectly identified as an activity which will have a blasting 

and vibration related impact in Table 18. This will be rectified in the EIA 

phase. 

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The outline of the pits needs to be defined by coordinates which can be 

audited and included in any future lease agreement.

This comment is noted and coordinates will be provided in the EIA 

Report.

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

The mine needs to guarantee that the landowner can proceed with 

development as soon as rehabilitation of the pits is completed. The 

mine must in conjunction with the DMR guarantee that the land is not 

sterilised for the duration of the proposed underground activities (i.e. 

25 years). The landowner needs to be compensated until such time a 

partial closure certificate in terms of the MPRDA (for the pits) is 

obtained.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

No restriction / objection on any application to facilitate future 

developmental activities by the mine.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Update the surrounding land use table to accurately reflect 

surrounding land users / occupiers.

This comment is noted and the land use table will be updated in the EIA 

phase as information becomes available.
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who must be consulted were in 
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Based on studies completed for Rand Leases there are known heritage 

resources located on the various properties.

A Heritage specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please investigate if there is any chance of acid mine drainage resulting 

from mining activities, which may impact future implementation of 

piping for services required for future development?

The Groundwater specialist study will address these comments. The 

findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report and the 

mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive 

of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public 

review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 

of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please provide a storm water management plan for each specific 

project site to be implemented both during and post mining in the 

areas. Final slope of rehabilitated land must be free flowing and

compliment the needs of the future developmental activities.

A Surface Water specialist study (including a storm water management 

plan) will be conducted which will address these comments. The findings 

of the study will be included into the EIA Report and the mitigation 

thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the 

EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Will the mining activities result in increased radiation levels within the 

vicinity of the pits and dumps?

A Radiological specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Provide detail concerning the proposed security arrangement in terms 

of access control and ensuring trespassing of future mine employees is 

prevented.

This comment is noted and more detail regarding the proposed security 

arrangements will be provided in the EIA Report.
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A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Please explain why the re-submitted report has amended the dealing 

with waste within the footprint of the areas affected by the proposed 

mining from;

a. Original Report: “The proposed project would require the bulldozing, 

sorting and disposal of this waste.” To;

b. Re-submitted report: “The final management of this waste is yet to 

be determined”

The illegally dumped general waste which already exists within the mine 

site needs to be quantified in order to determine the final management 

thereof. More details on the final management of waste will be provided 

in the EIA Report. 

A Nicolson (on behalf 

of Rand Leases)

X E-mail received on 31 August 

2018

Rand Leases look forward to evidence that all the above concerns / 

queries will be addressed during the EIA phase of the application.

As per the above responses, more detail will be provided in the EIA 

phase. 
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:44 PM
To: 'Shandu, Khethiwe'
Cc: Stofberg-Nel, Handri; Wheatcroft, Brett; Shewring, Paul; Ledwaba, Khomotjo; Van 

dyk, Morne
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: Responses to MAXAM Dantex.pdf

Dear Shandu, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

From: Shandu, Khethiwe [mailto:kshandu@maxam.net]  

Sent: 07 August 2018 03:24 PM 
To: Marline Medallie 

Cc: Stofberg-Nel, Handri; Wheatcroft, Brett; Shewring, Paul; Ledwaba, Khomotjo; Van dyk, Morne 
Subject: RE: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

Good day Marline 

Kindly find attached our comments to be captured as an interested and affected party of the proposed West Wits 

Mining Project. 

Kind Regards,

Khethiwe Shandu 

Terra Solutions 

Purchasing Manager 

South Africa 

kshandu@maxam.net 

maxam.net 

1 Club Terrace Street 

Rand Leases Mines, Roodepoort 

+27 11 831 1300

+27 83 293 1592

The information in this e-mail is confidential and is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this e-mail by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the 

intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted in reliance on this,  

is prohibited and may be unlawful. Whilst all reasonable steps are taken to ensure the accuracy and integrity of information and data transmitted electronically 

and to preserve the confidentiality thereof, no liability or responsibility whatsoever is accepted if  

information is, for whatever reason, corrupted or does not reach its intended destination. 
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From: Marline Medallie <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com>  

Sent: 03 August 2018 06:05 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

 

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Marline Medallie  

Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 
  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 
  

ZAEXC1S 



Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Open Pit Activities - 11 Shaft Pit Activity

According the OSH-ACT #85, Explosives regulation which stipulated the 

safety distance, the 11 Shaft Pit Activities are situated within the 

outer/public safety distance of one of the magazines. Bearing in mind 

that the safety distances are calculated to minimize the casualties and 

dame of people and property during an incident, allowing mining 

activities within the safety zone will contravene the legal requirement 

for operation. In addition, it will also endanger the livers of +/-50 

people working in the area including the fleet as indicated in the report.

The waste rock dump and ROM ore stockpile crusher area for the 

proposed 11 Shaft opencast pit falls within the MAXAM Dantex safety 

distance.

West Wits is in agreement with this request. A lease agreement between 

West Wits, Rand Leases and MAXAM Dantex is required in order to 

address commitments accordingly.  

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Open Pit Activities - 11 Shaft Pit Activity

The proposed open cast mining activities is situated directly on the 

access road to the Dantex Factory facility which will affect the business' 

operations as all transportaion of raw material, products and personnel 

to and from the factory will be hindered.

A Traffic specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the Environmental 

Management Programme (EMPr). The EIA Report inclusive of the EMPr 

and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The proposed underground mining activities as per the scoping report 

indicates that the activities will occur directly underneath the factory. 

The factory inclused storage magazines housing approximately 100 

tonnes of explosives at any given time. The underground operations 

that shall be taking place such as blasting and drilling pose a high risk of 

structural integrity deterioration which will compromise the safety of 

the magazines resulting in incidents such as explosion.

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The portion of the proposed Kimberley Reef East Infrastructure 

Complex is situated within the leased buffer zone.

As per Figure D5 of the Scoping Report dated December 2018, the 

proposed Kimberley Reef East Infrastructure Complex will not be located 

in the MAXAM Dantex safety distance.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The past mining activities have resulted in unstable ground which 

currently is resulting in sinkholes within the factory. As such, further 

underground mining activities pose a major threat of more sinkholes 

occuring jeopardising the safety of the facility and personnel within.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

The factory conducts blasting activities on a daily basis as part of the 

Product Quality tests. Thus, a combination of blasting activities on the 

surface and underground poses a threat of ground instability leading to 

collapse and sinkholes.

A Blasting specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Handri Storberg-Nel  - 

MAXAM Dantex South 

Africa (Pty) Ltd

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 7 August 2018

Under Ground - Kimberley Reef East Pit Activity

Increased traffic of personnel around the factory will compromise the 

security and thus increase the chances of theft of explosives 

particularly in view of the escalating cash in transit heists involving 

explosives.

A Social specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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Marline Medallie

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 11 December 2018 02:35 PM
To: Mametlwe Sebei; projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Du Toit Wilken; 

rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za
Cc: Michael Clements; Janice Tooley; Wayne Ncube; michael@lhr.org.za; Jessica Buhler 

(JessicaBuhler@lhr.org.za)
Subject: RE: LHR Submission on the West Wits (Pty) Ltd Scoping Report
Attachments: Responses to LHR.pdf

Dear Mametlwe Sebei, 

Thank you for the email. 

Please find attached the responses to the comments on the Scoping Report. 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you require any additional information. 

Kind Regards 

Marline Medallie
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
-

+27 11 467 0945 

 2031 
-

Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
-

Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer

This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated.

From: Mametlwe Sebei [mailto:Sebei@lhr.org.za]  

Sent: 03 September 2018 04:35 PM 

To: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Du Toit Wilken; rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za; Marline Medallie 
Cc: Michael Clements; Janice Tooley; Wayne Ncube 

Subject: LHR Submission on the West Wits (Pty) Ltd Scoping Report 

Dear Mr Marline 

Kindly find attached LHR submission on the Scoping Report for your attention. 

Best 

Mametlwe Sebei 



Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 3 September

2018

We act on behalf of Communities Against Mining, a registered 

Interested and Affected Party (“I&AP”) for the environmental impact 

assessment (“EIA”) process being undertaken for the West Wits Mining 

Project proposed by West Wits MLI (Pty) Ltd (“West Wits” or “the 

applicant”).

These comments are separate to our submission to the Department of 

Mineral Resources (“DMR”) (which is copied to you) regarding the 

applicant’s non-compliance with Regulation 11(2) requiring the 

submission of a single application where there is an intended 

undertaking of more than one activity as part of the same 

development. If we are correct in our submission, the current Scoping 

process is fundamentally flawed, as it does not include the proposed 

Kimberley West and Creswell Park mining activities that are part of the 

applicant’s same development.

For the proposed Kimberley West and Creswell Park opencast pits, two 

separate Mining Permit (MP) applications have been applied for over two 

separate farms . The MP areas have been removed from the Prospecting 

Right (PR) area via a Section 102 in terms of the Mineral and Petroleum 

Resources Development Act, 2002 (No. 28 of 2002) (MPRDA). The chief 

motives for beginning mining under a MP were based on: the directive 

received from the DMR to mine the ore close to surface, thereby also 

discouraging artisanal/illegal miners in the area, and to commence 

rehabilitation of the opencast pits; a shorter timeframe is also required 

for a MP to be approved by the DMR.

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

We note at the outset our dissatisfaction that comments submitted by 

I&APs during the public participation process that commenced in late 

March 2018, and which included a public review of the Scoping Report 

prepared in support of the original application for a mining right and 

environmental authorisation, have not been included in this Scoping 

Report. I&APs were also not informed that the comments they had 

submitted previously would not be included.

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

It is unacceptable to simply state that these I&APs comments have 

been used to inform the Scoping Report currently under review but not 

formally record them therein, especially as it is acknowledged in 

Section 6.2 of the Scoping Report that, “the nature of the project (that 

is, open pit and underground mining) and overall project location has 

not changed and therefore this knowledge [i.e. a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues] is 

deemed relevant to the current application ”

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

I&APs spent considerable time and effort preparing and submitting 

comments, attending the first and second round of meetings, and 

reviewing and commenting on the previous version of the draft Scoping 

Report. They had a legitimate expectation that these comments would 

be included in the current Scoping Report and accompanied by an 

indication of which issues were incorporated, alternatively the reasons 

for not including them, as per the requirements of Appendix 2 of the 

Regulations.

The PPP followed as part of the original mining right and environmental 

application that was lodged in April 2018 was included in the Scoping 

Report submitted to the DMR in June 2018. However, due to the 

submission of the revised mining right and environmental application 

followed by the revised Scoping Report, a new public participation 

process had to commence. Due to the scope change between the original 

and revised applications and Scoping Reports, comments and issues 

received during the original process were not all relevant to that of the 

revised process. Therefore, the following reason was provided for not 

including the comments from the original process and were stated in the 

Executive Summary of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 which was 

made available for public review as the reason for not including them:

"A PPP was undertaken to inform the original mining right and 

environmental application that was lodged in April 2018. The PPP 

included notification of I&APs through distribution of a Background 

Information Document (BID), placement of a series of newspaper 

advertisements, placement of site notices over several occasions, 

distribution of flyers, radio announcements, focussed engagement and 

meetings with community structures, public scoping meetings and 

review of the original Scoping Report and/or summary. Although a new 

PPP is being undertaken in support of the current application, a detailed 

understanding of the I&AP groups and related concerns and issues was 

gleaned from this process. The nature of the project (that is, open pit and 

underground mining) and overall project location has not changed and 

therefore this knowledge is deemed relevant to the current application ." 
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Of equal concern is the Scoping Report’s lack of locality plans and 

descriptions of all listed activities for which environmental 

authorisation and a waste management licence are being sought, as 

Appendix 2 of the Regulations requires.

As per Section 2. (1) (c) of Appendix 2 of the National Environmental 

Management Act, 1998 (No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA) and Environmental 

Impact Assessment Regulations (EIA Regulations) published in 

Government Notice (GN) No. 982 of 4 December 2014, as amended, an 

infrastructure plan of the project showing the location and extent of all 

activities applied for at an appropriate scale is provided in Section 2 of 

the Scoping Report dated August 2018 (see Figures 3 to 6 and Appendix 

D). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Apart from the mining activities, the access and haul roads, residue 

stockpiles (waste rock dumps and topsoil berms) and primary 

processing facilities, there is no such plan or proper description 

included of inter alia bulk water, sewage and wastewater pipelines; 

sewage and wastewater treatment plants; bioremediation plant; water 

storage dams; hazardous waste storage lagoons; fuel storage facilities; 

watercourse crossings; and notice boards, despite these triggering 

listed activities in their own right.

As per Section 2. (1) (c) of Appendix 2 of the NEMA and EIA Regulations 

(2014), as amended, an infrastructure plan of the project showing the 

location and extent of all activities applied for at an appropriate scale is 

provided in Section 2 of the Scoping Report dated August 2018 (see 

Figures 3 to 6 and Appendix D). 

The Scoping Report also makes mention in the Project Description under 

the relevant sections that: "Further details will be provided in the EIA 

report"  (see Section 2.3 of the Scoping Report dated August 2018).

Detailed site layout plans of the infrastructure complexes will be 

provided in the EIA phase.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

There is also no description or assessment of site alternatives for these 

other listed activities. There is also no description of design and layout 

alternatives for the two underground mining activities and their 

respective aboveground infrastructure complexes.

Site alternatives for any of the other listed activities applied for will be 

identified and described during the EIA phase,  based on the outcomes of 

the PPP and findings of the specialist studies.

Due to the reasons provided in the Scoping Report, design and layout 

alternatives do not currently exist for the infrastructure complexes and 

underground workings, however alternatives will be identified and 

described during the EIA phase based on the outcomes of the PPP and 

findings of the specialist studies (see Section 6.1.2  and 6.1.3 of the 

Scoping Report dated August 2018).
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

Apart from the statements in the Scoping Report that “[a]ll run-of 

mine material will be transported to an existing processing plant off-

site for concentrating of minerals ”, there is no further description 

about the project impacts off-site, including those in respect of the 

tailings generated by the mining activities.

The processing plant and related tailings failitie(s) are already in 

existance, is located off site and have an approved authorisation to 

receive run-of mine material. Therefore the processing plant and its 

related impacts does not form part of the West Wits mining right and 

environmental application. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

If any of the information mentioned above is not yet available, we 

submit that the applicant has been premature in submitting its 

application. Without such information, there can be no compliance 

with Appendix 2 of the EIA regulations; no meaningful identification 

and assessment of impacts or public participation; no acceptance of 

the Scoping Report by DMR and no therefore, no granting of an 

environmental authorisation or waste management licence.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

For these reasons we submit that the DMR should reject the Scoping 

Report outright as this flaw cannot be remedied by simply including the 

requisite information in the Final Scoping report to DMR (as this would 

defy the requirements of public participation), or as is the EAP’s 

recorded intention, to address gaps in the EIA phase.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Non-compliance with Appendix 2 of the Regulations: Scoping Process 

and Report

We also submit that the applicant is not entitled to an extension under 

Regulation 3(7) in order to address the flaws in the Scoping Report as 

the absence of this mandatory information cannot be viewed as an 

unanticipated expansion of scope or an exceptional circumstance.

To date no extensions have been requested or granted by the DMR. 
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Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

As set out above, we submit that the Scoping Report as it currently 

stands is fatally flawed in a number of respects, such that the DMR is 

required to reject submission of the Scoping Report in its entirety. 

However, should the DMR accept this document, we submit that 

proposed plan of study for undertaking the EIA process is also 

fundamentally flawed, as follows.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Our comments on the plan of study for undertaking the EIA as set out 

in Section 7 of the Scoping Report pertain to the proposed:

-  alternatives (Section 7.1);

-  specialists studies (Sections 7.2 – 7.4); and

-  public participation process (Section 7.7).

The plan of study for undertaking the EIA process requires the 

description of the alternatives to be considered and assessed within 

the preferred site. Except for the opencast mining activities, there is no 

such description of alternatives in Section 7.1, or Section 6.1 to which 

Section 7.1 refers.

Site alternatives for any of the other listed activities applied for will be 

identified, described and assessed during the EIA phase  based on the 

outcomes of the PPP and findings of the specialist studies.

Due to the reasons provided in the Scoping Report, design and layout 

alternatives do not currently exist for the infrastructure complexes and 

underground workings, however alternatives will be identified,  described 

and assessed during the EIA phase based on the outcomes of the PPP and 

findings of the specialist studies (see Section 6.1.2  and 6.1.3 of the 

Scoping Report dated August 2018).

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We note that no provision has been made for a specialist to assess the 

impact of the proposed project on the planning framework or proposed 

developments not yet commenced. This is considered essential for a 

project of this nature, which has a lifespan of over 30 years and will 

sterilise the use of such land until and unless land is successfully 

rehabilitated after mining has concluded.

A townplanner has been identified as part of the technical project team 

to provide guidance and advice, and to address this comment during the 

EIA phase.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We also do not support the proposal for there not be a specialist study 

for assessing the impacts on geology. This is a key issue that has been 

raised by I&APs, particular because of the prevalence of sink holes in 

the area as a result of mining activities, and the questionable stability 

of the land post closure.

This will be addressed and elaborated upon in the EIA Report with the 

input of the Council of Geosciences.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

As per the 2017 Public Participation Guidelines, we request that 

extensive consultation is had with I&APs within the project area with 

the express purpose of gathering more information on the existing 

socio-economic and environmental problems that local residents 

already suffer from in the area. This information should then be 

provided to the respective specialists to consider and address in their 

specialist reports.

A Social specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

Apart from assessing the on-site impacts, we request that the 

biodiversity specialist also identifies and assesses the impact of the 

proposed development on the regional ecological linkages (current and 

planned) as well as the ability of the land to regenerate and support 

biodiversity after the respective areas have been mined.

A Biodiversity specialist study will be conducted which will address these 

comments. The findings of the study will be included into the EIA Report 

and the mitigation thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report 

inclusive of the EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for 

public review. The specialist studies terms of reference are included in 

Section 7 of the Scoping Report. 
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the specialist studies:

We request that the socio-economic specialist and the vibration and 

blasting specialist include in their assessments the impacts of blasting 

on low-cost and informal dwellings, as these buildings and structures 

are likely to be of lower building standards, and therefore, less robust.

A Socio-economic specialist study and a Vibration and Blasting specialist 

study will be conducted which will address these comments. The findings 

of the studies will be included into the EIA Report and the mitigation 

thereof will be addressed in the EMPr. The EIA Report inclusive of the 

EMPr and specialist reports will be made available for public review. The 

specialist studies terms of reference are included in Section 7 of the 

Scoping Report. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

In respect of the proposed public participation process, we do not 

agree that a 30-day I&AP comment period on the EIA Report, the 

Environmental Management Programme (“EMPr”) and specialist 

reports meets the objective of Integrated Environmental Management 

in Section 23 of NEMA to “ensure adequate and appropriate 

opportunity for public participation ”.

Extensive PPP has been conducted as part of the revised application 

process (see Section 6.2 of the scoping Report dated August 2018).

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

The prescribed 30 days in the Regulations is the minimum number of 

days required for public review of reports; it is not a fixed or maximum 

number. As per the 2017 Public Participation Guideline, “the minimum 

requirements for public participation outlined in the EIA Regulations 

will not necessarily be sufficient for all applications ….. and it may be 

necessary in some situations to incorporate extra steps”.

We submit that this is precisely such a situation, and that extra steps 

are necessary if the EIA process is to fulfil Section 23 and the Section 2 

principles of NEMA, in particular the principle that requires the 

promotion of “[t]he participation of all interested and affected parties 

in environmental governance …… and all people must have the 

opportunity to develop the understanding, skills and capacity necessary 

for achieving equitable and effective participation, and participation by 

vulnerable and disadvantaged persons must be ensured”.

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Some of these extra steps described in the Guideline include:

4.8.1. addressing the perceptions of unrealistic expectations of the 

project (e.g. job creation) through consultation;

4.8.2. making the executive summary of reports available in two other 

regional languages (we suggest three additional languages given the 

project context – see below);

4.8.3. addressing the high social diversity (socio-economic status, 

language and cultural) in the area through proper consultation; and

4.8.4. including mechanisms that will ensure full participation by 

people with special needs (e.g. illiteracy, differently abled, etc.).

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

A 60-day comment period for the draft EIA Report, inclusive of 

specialist studies and EMPr.

Although this is not a stipulated requirement, the NEMA EIA Regulations 

(2014) as amended, does state that the EIA Report has to be subjected to 

a PPP of at least 30 days.  Due to strict regulated timeframes, an 

extension to the commenting period will have to be discussed and agreed 

upon by the DMR and the applicant.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

A full day workshop or open day to be held with specialists at an easily 

accessible venue and suitable day and time, with translation services 

available, to allow I&APs to engage verbally with the specialists over 

their findings.

Although this is not a requirement by the NEMA EIA Regulations (2014) 

as amended, it will be considered by the applicant.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

An executive summary of the draft EIA report in Afrikaans, isiZulu and 

seSotho, in addition to English.

The executive summary has been communicated in the most appropriate 

language spoken in the area. 

It will be considered by the applicant whether the executive summary can 

be translated into two additional languages as suggested by the PPP 

Guidelines?

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

Full, objective disclosure with respect to the numbers of jobs for the 

local community expected to be created, a description of the type of 

skills that will be required for those jobs, and the approximate timeline 

within which such jobs will be created.

This will be elaborate upon in the EIA phase.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

We therefore submit that the following public participation steps in the 

EIA phase, particularly in view of the voluminous and highly technical 

reports that are anticipated should be included:

Full, objective disclosure of business opportunities for the local 

community expected to be created, a detailed description of the type 

of the business opportunities and requirements for access of those 

opportunities and approximate timelines within which those 

opportunities will be created.

This will be elaborate upon in the EIA phase.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Plan of study for undertaking the EIA process

Unless the plan is revised to address the inadequacies described above, 

we place on record that we do not agree with the plan of study for 

undertaking the EIA as currently proposed.

As mentioned above, all information as required by Appendix 2 of the EIA 

Regulations (2014) has been provided in the Scoping Report dated August 

2018). 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

A copy of the new application for environmental authorisation lodged 

with DMR on 24 July 2018 or thereabouts;

 A copy of the application for Environmental Authorisation in support of 

the Mining Right Application was provided (see proof included in 

Appendix F of the Scoping Report dated December 2018).

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

The reason/s why West Wits submitted a new application for a mining 

right to DMR;

During the PPP of the original mining right application process, issues and 

concerns were raised by I&APs. The project team are trying to consider 

these comments received. However, in order to incorporate these 

comments, changes to the scope of the project were required which lead 

to the need to re-apply for the mining right and supporting 

environmental authorisation applications. Therefore to inform you 

adequately that the application was re-submitted and a new Scoping 

Report went out for public review.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Details regarding West Wits’ intentions in respect of Main/South Reef 

West that has been excluded from the current application;

In the event that the applicant would like to expand underground mining 

areas within the mine site e.g. Main/South Reef West that is not included 

in the current mining right application process, an EIA amendment 

process will have to be followed. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Detailed information of the processing of the ore off-site, including the 

name of the facility, the volumes of tailings that will be generated from 

ore mined as part of the West Wits Mining Project, the licences the 

facility holds and the measures that it has in place to prevent pollution 

and environmental degradation;

According to West Wits, the off-site processing plant that has been 

identified for the concentrating of minerals is located approximately 40 

km from the proposed West Wits project area.
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Detailed terms of reference for each of the specialists. The summarised 

paragraphs in the Scoping Report are insufficiently detailed and do not 

allow I&APs a full understanding of what the studies will entail;

As per the Appendix 2 of the NEMA EIA Regulations (2014) as amended, 

the specialists' terms of reference as included in Section 7 of the Scoping 

Report includes the environmental aspects, as well as a description of the 

proposed method of assessing the environmental aspects and the aspects 

to be assessed. The detailed terms of reference of each specialist study 

will be included in the specialist reports which will be attached to the EIA 

Report.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

Notification of any extension that is requested, and granted in terms of 

Regulation 3(7), including copies of correspondence submitted to DMR 

motivating for such an extension and the communications from DMR 

containing its decision in response thereto; and

To date no extensions have been requested or granted by the DMR. 

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Request for additional information

In addition to our comments on the Scoping Report, we request the 

following material information:

An electronic copy of the Final Scoping Report submitted to DMR, 

should the applicant proceed with the submission of a final Scoping 

Report despite its shortcomings, in which the changes to the current 

draft version are highlighted for ease of reference.

We reserve the right to comment further on issues raised in this 

submission as well as those not raised, should the Scoping Report be 

accepted, and environmental authorisation ultimately granted, and 

should we choose to exercise our right to appeal.

All registered I&APs will obtain access to the electronic copy of the 

Scoping Report as submitted to the DMR highlighting the changes since 

the public review period.
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for the scoping report

Interested and Affected Parties 
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consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.

Mametlwe Sebei  - 

Lawyers for Human 

Rights acting for 

Communities Against 

Mining

X E-mail (with attachments) 

received on 3 September 

2018

Lastly, we remind the EAP of her obligations prescribed by Regulation 

13 to be objective, even if this results in views and findings that are not 

favourable to the application, and to disclose all material information 

to I&APs that reasonably has or may have the potential of influencing 

any decision to be taken by DMR and the objectivity of any report. We 

do so because we have been extremely concerned about the apparent 

lack of independence and objectivity in the Kimberley West and 

Creswell Park EIA application processes and basic assessment reports, 

and as such, have requested that the DMR investigate these allegations 

in terms of Regulation 14.

Please refer to the undertaking by the Environmental Assessment 

Practitioner (EAP) (see Section 9 of the Scoping Report dated August 

2018).
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Date comments received Issues raised EAPs response to issues as mandated by the applicant and as updated 

for the scoping report

Scoping Public Review Comments

Garyn Rapson - partner 

at Webber Wentzel 

Attorneys acting for 

Calgro M3 

Developments Limited

X E-mail (with attachments)

received on 3 September

2018

Calgro M3 has been granted the rights to develop affordable housing 

within the Fleurhof and Witpoortjie township developments, situated 

on various portions of the farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ and 

Witpoortjie 245 IQ respectively which coincide with the land over 

which the Re-submitted Mining Right Application and Resubmitted 

Integrated EA/WML Application have been made. The Fleurhof 

Township consists of approximately 11 300 integrated housing 

opportunities, including the associated amenities. Approximately 70% 

of the Fleurhof Township development has been commissioned, 

constructed and occupied to date. Calgro is currently in

negotiations with the relevant authorities to remove a tailing dams 

situated on the Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ property, which process will 

render a further 6 000 units available within the next few years. The 

Witpoortjie residential project will consist of over 5 000 units and has, 

to date, been developed to great extent.

Although most of these mentioned portions of the Farm Witpoortjie 245 

IQ and the Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ are included in the proposed 

mining right application area ('mine site'), the following farm portions 

would be directly affected by the proposed mining activities:

- A portion of and the Remaining Extent (RE) of Portion 17 of the Farm

Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ.

- RE, Portions 188, 189, 194, 196, 197 and a portion of the RE of Portion

18 of the Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ.

- Portion 203 of the Farm Vogelstruisfontein 231 IQ

The West Wits technical project team will continue to engage in land 

owner negotiations with the relevant housing developers in order to 

reach agreements (see correspondence with reference to agreements 

with Calgro M3 as submitted to the DMR).

Interested and Affected Parties 

List the names of persons 

consulted in this column, and 

mark with an X where those 

who must be consulted were in 

fact consulted.
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: gert@ward84.joburg
Sent: 03 August 2018 05:50 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Acknowledgement of receipt.

Good Day, 

Thank you for your email, this serves as a confirmation of receipt. 

You can expect appropriate action to be taken ASAP. 

Thanks. 

Cllr Gert Niemand, M.Inst.D 

Ward Councillor, City of Johannesburg, Ward 84 

Chairperson: Ethics and Disciplinary Committee, City of Johannesburg 

Cell: 0735493111 

Email: gert@ward84.joburg 

Website: www.ward84.joburg 

Suburbs: Discovery, Hamburg, Selwyn, Florida Lake (part), Georginia, Roodepoort West, Roodepoort 

North, Roodepoort CBD, Horison, Horison View, Creswell Park, Manufacta and Technikon.  

Subscribe for regular updates: http://eepurl.com/cp-s6D 

See what I've been up to : goo.gl/CrC1qo 

"If Johannesburg works, South Africa works" 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Fhatuwani Netshisaulu <NetshiF@eskom.co.za>
Sent: 14 August 2018 12:19 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Application for a job
Attachments: Tshifhiwa CV - S.docx; Fall Arrest, ID Copy and Licence.pdf; Rope Access Permit.pdf; 

Rope Access Technician Certificate.pdf; ANYTHN.pdf; Fall Arrest Certificates.pdf

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Good day, 

 

Kindly find attached CV for Tshifhiwa Balibali. She has Fall Arrest and Rope Access qualifications but she is looking 

for any general work as she is not working at the moment. 

 

Her contact number is 076 329 2122. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Signature Version 27/07/2018 06:00 

 

NB: This Email and its contents are subject to the Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd EMAIL LEGAL NOTICE 

which can be viewed at http://www.eskom.co.za/Pages/Email_Legal_Spam_Disclaimer.aspx  
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Nivashni Govender <Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 15 August 2018 01:59 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Declined: DRD Rock Dump and Kimberley West Discussions

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Declined: DRD Rock Dump and Kimberley West Discussions 

was received 
by: 

Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-15 01:58:53 PM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Nivashni Govender <Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 14 August 2018 09:58 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Declined: DRD Rock Dump and Kimberley West Discussions

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Declined: DRD Rock Dump and Kimberley West Discussions 

was received 
by: 

Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-14 09:58:15 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Musa Zwane <mzwane@wrdm.gov.za>
Sent: 06 August 2018 09:14 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Cc: Charles  Stevens
Subject: FW: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: 2018-08-02 West Wits Project Background Information Flyer.pdf; West Wits 

Scoping Report Summary Letter I&APs.pdf

Marline, 

 

Will the proposed activities need an Atmospheric Emission Licence (AEL)? If so, have you started with the application 

process for it. 

 

Regards  

Musa Zwane 

 

From: Marline Medallie [mailto:mmedallie@slrconsulting.com]  

Sent: Friday, August 03, 2018 6:04 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

 

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 
Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 
  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 13 August 2018 12:38 PM
To: Roelien Vorster (roelienv@caxton.co.za)
Cc: Robyn Mellett <rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za> 

(rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za)
Subject: FW: Public participation meeting

Dear Roelien, 

 

Thank you for the email. 

 

Please find below the details regarding the public open day sessions for the West Wits Project as communicated by 

email on 3 August 2018: 

Date Venue Time 

Tuesday 21 August 2018 AME Church Meadowlands, Corner of Ingedzi and Umvemve Street, Meadowlands 
West 

12h00 – 
20:00 

Wednesday 22 August 
2018 

Bramfischerville Multi-Purpose Centre 12h00 – 
20:00 

Thursday 23 August 2018 Roodepoort City Hall, 1 Rex Street, Roodepoort 12h00 – 
20:00 

Friday 24 August 2018 Moses Kotane Primary School, Corner Unity Boulevard & Freedom Drive, 
Bramfischerville 

12h00 – 
20:00 

Saturday 25 August 2018 Matholesville E-Hall 13:30 – 
17:00 

 

Please feel welcome to contact me should you have any further queries or would need additional clarification. 

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

From: Robyn Mellett [mailto:rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za]  

Sent: 13 August 2018 09:55 AM 
To: Marline Medallie 

Subject: Fwd: Public participation meeting 

 

Hi Marline 

 

Please see below. I'm back in the office tomorrow. Please respond.   

 

Regards, 

 

 

Robyn Mellett 

 

 
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone. 

 

 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Roelien Vorster <roelienv@caxton.co.za>  

Date: 2018/08/13 08:27 (GMT+02:00)  

To: Robyn Mellett <rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za>  
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Subject: Public participation meeting  

 

 

Good morning Robyn 

I trust you had a good weekend. 

I received a SMS from Marline about a public participation notice open days from 20 to 25 August. Can you please 

send more details? 

I would like to put something up on our website about that. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Regards 

  

  

  

 
  

 

 

_____  

 

#####################################################################################  

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this e-mail is the property of CTP Ltd and/or its associate 

companies and is confidential and intended for the addressee only. If you are not the addressee and receive 

this e-mail by mistake, please notify the sender and delete this email immediately as any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use thereof may give rise to a claim against you. The sender and/or the CTP Group 

accept no liability for any damages caused by this email by interception, interference, error, virus or other 

cause. Views and opinions expressed in this email are those of the sender unless clearly stated to be those of 

a company in the CTP Group. The Company reserves the right to lawfully monitor e-mails.  

 

#####################################################################################  

 

_____  
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: wilma <wilma@sldpattorneys.co.za>
Sent: 08 August 2018 02:47 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: FW: WEST WITS MINING PROJECT
Attachments: G0055 E-MAIL SLR CONSULTANTS 10 JULY  2018.doc; G0055 E-MAIL SLR 

CONSULTANTS 8 AUGUST  2018.doc

 

 

Wilma Lategan 

Personal assistant to: 

PIETER SPRUYT 
B.PROC (PU for CHO)               

                             

Services Include(but not limited to):  

Aviation Law | Commercial Law | Family Law(Divorce, Maintenance, Children’s Court, Protection Orders) | Corporate 

Law  | Contract Law And Contract Management | Criminal Law | Property Law  (Property Transfers Including Rental 

And Evictions) | Correspondent Work | State Liability Claims (Claims Against The Minister Of Police For Unlawful 

Arrest And Detention) | Mining Law | Labour Law | Ccma Cases;                                                                              

 

WWW.SLDPATTORNEYS.CO.ZA 

WITH JURISDICTION IN ROODEPOORT,KRUGERSDORP,KAGISO AND GERMISTON 

1st Floor Albatross Office Park 

Cor. Kingfisher & Albatross Streets 

Helderkruin, ROODEPOORT 

 

TEL (011) 475-4224 

FAX: 086 516 1818 
 

 

From: wilma  

Sent: 12 July 2018 08:11 AM 
To: mmedallie@slrconsulting.com 

Subject: WEST WITS MINING PROJECT 

 

 

 

Wilma Lategan 

Personal assistant to: 

PIETER SPRUYT 
B.PROC (PU for CHO)               

                             

Services Include(but not limited to):  

Aviation Law | Commercial Law | Family Law(Divorce, Maintenance, Children’s Court, Protection Orders) | Corporate 

Law  | Contract Law And Contract Management | Criminal Law | Property Law  (Property Transfers Including Rental 

And Evictions) | Correspondent Work | State Liability Claims (Claims Against The Minister Of Police For Unlawful 

Arrest And Detention) | Mining Law | Labour Law | Ccma Cases;                                                                              
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WWW.SLDPATTORNEYS.CO.ZA 

WITH JURISDICTION IN ROODEPOORT,KRUGERSDORP,KAGISO AND GERMISTON 

1st Floor Albatross Office Park 

Cor. Kingfisher & Albatross Streets 

Helderkruin, ROODEPOORT 

 

TEL (011) 475-4224 

FAX: 086 516 1818 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Clive Phashe
Sent: 13 August 2018 10:53 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: FW: west wits mli

Please see email below 

 

From: adelaide sehloho [mailto:alsehloho@gmail.com]  
Sent: 08 August 2018 03:52 PM 

To: Clive Phashe 

Subject: west wits mli 

 

dumela Clive,ke mo a hi wa Dobsonville, I have concern regarding the mining.Is it not going to affect our 

health and environment  ?Regards A Sehloho. 

  

Clive Phashe
EMPA Intern 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 cphashe@slrconsulting.com 
- 

 SLR Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 
  

ZAEXC1S 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Robyn Mellett <rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za>
Sent: 13 August 2018 09:55 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Fwd: Public participation meeting

Hi Marline 

 

Please see below. I'm back in the office tomorrow. Please respond.   

 

Regards, 

 

 

Robyn Mellett 

 

 
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone. 

 

 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Roelien Vorster <roelienv@caxton.co.za>  

Date: 2018/08/13 08:27 (GMT+02:00)  

To: Robyn Mellett <rmellett@malanscholesconsulting.co.za>  

Subject: Public participation meeting  

 

 

Good morning Robyn 

I trust you had a good weekend. 

I received a SMS from Marline about a public participation notice open days from 20 to 25 August. Can you please 

send more details? 

I would like to put something up on our website about that. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Regards 

  

  

  

 
  

 

 

_____  

 

#####################################################################################  

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this e-mail is the property of CTP Ltd and/or its associate 

companies and is confidential and intended for the addressee only. If you are not the addressee and receive 

this e-mail by mistake, please notify the sender and delete this email immediately as any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use thereof may give rise to a claim against you. The sender and/or the CTP Group 

accept no liability for any damages caused by this email by interception, interference, error, virus or other 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Tumelo Molaba <tumelomolaba@gmail.com>
Sent: 08 August 2018 12:39 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Interested & Affected Party (I&AP)

Dear Marline Medallie 

 

I have read the notice regarding the West Wits mining project and would like to be registered as an (I&AP). 

What are the requirements to be registered as an (I&AP)? 

 

Thank you 

 

Tumelo Molaba 

076 508 1710 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Neels Venter <Neels.Venter@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 06 August 2018 08:40 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

was received 
by: 

Neels.Venter@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-06 08:39:59 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Glenn Johnson <glenn.johnson@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 06 August 2018 08:37 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

was received 
by: 

glenn.johnson@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-06 08:37:05 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Melissa Reddy <Melissa.Reddy@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 06 August 2018 08:43 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

was received 
by: 

 

at: 2018-08-06 08:42:59 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Bernadette Morris <Bernadette.Morris@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 06 August 2018 10:00 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

was received 
by: 

Bernadette.Morris@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-06 10:00:02 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Nivashni Govender <Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com>
Sent: 08 August 2018 09:45 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review

 
 
Return Receipt  

Your 
document: 

Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review 

was received 
by: 

Nivashni.Govender@za.afrisam.com 

at: 2018-08-08 09:45:01 AM 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Marline Medallie
Sent: 03 August 2018 05:47 PM
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review
Attachments: 2018-08-02 West Wits Project Background Information Flyer.pdf; West Wits 

Scoping Report Summary Letter I&APs.pdf

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

 

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the Mining 

Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

 

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public review as 

well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

 

 

Kind Regards 

 

 

Marline Medallie  

Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

 

  

   

  
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer 
This communication and any attachment(s) contain information which is confidential and may also be legally privileged. It is intended for the exclusive use of the 

recipient(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this communication in error, please email us by return mail and then delete the email from your system together 

with any copies of it. Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not represent those of SLR Management Ltd, or any of its subsidiaries, unless specifically 

stated. 

  

ZAEXC1S 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: thabiso maseko <thabisomaseko17@gmail.com>
Sent: 12 August 2018 07:24 AM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Re: FW: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment 

Report extension of public review
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hello sir / madam I am looking for a job at your company please help me with some information on that  I 

hv environmental practice certificate and health and safety iam at school part time doing project 

management please .. thank you for your time reading this   

 

On 16:52, Tue, 31 Jul 2018 Marline Medallie, <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com> wrote: 

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

Please accept my apologies for the error in the previous email, please find the rectification highlighted in 

yellow below. 

  

EXTENSION OF PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND 
NEMWA FOR THE MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG 
GAUTENG PROVINCE.  

  

Due to incorrect information circulated by the Roodepoort Record and in order to avoid further confusion, you are hereby 

notified of the extension to the public review period of the Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report (BAR) from 27 July until 

30 August 2018. 

Copies of the BAR have been placed at the following locations for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

Leases Bowling Club 1724 Tornado Cres, Georginia, Roodepoort 

All stakeholders are invited to register as Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs). You must register as an I&AP if you 
would like more information or wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments 
can be submitted throughout the regulatory process.  

All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 30 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for an electronic copy of the BAR or to be provided on CD.   
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DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 
2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West 
Opencast Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywG

wBsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

From: Marline Medallie  

Sent: 30 July 2018 04:24 PM 

Subject: FW: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report extension of public 
review 

  

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

EXTENSION OF PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND 
NEMWA FOR THE MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG 
GAUTENG PROVINCE.  

  

Due to incorrect information circulated by the Roodepoort Record and in order to avoid further confusion, you are hereby 

notified of the extension to the public review period of the Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report (BAR) from 27 July until 

30 August 2018. 

Copies of the BAR have been placed at the following locations for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

Solplaatjie Hall Leases Bowling Club 1724 Tornado Cres, Georginia, Roodepoort 

All stakeholders are invited to register as Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs). You must register as an I&AP if you 
would like more information or wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments 
can be submitted throughout the regulatory process.  
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All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 30 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for an electronic copy of the BAR or to be provided on CD.   

DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 
2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West 
Opencast Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywG

wBsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

From: Marline Medallie  

Sent: 27 July 2018 11:34 PM 
Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report available for public review 

  

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND NEMWA FOR THE 
MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG GAUTENG 
PROVINCE.  

The proposed mining permit (GP 30/5/1/3/2 (10289) MP) for the Kimberley West opencast pit will be located on a 
portion of Portion 1 of the Farm Witpoortjie 245 IQ, a portion of the Remainder of Portion 14 of the Farm Roodepoort 
237 IQ. A portion of the waste rock dump will be located on a portion of Portion 92 of the Farm Vlakfontein 238 IQ 
and a section of the access /haul road will be located on a portion of the Remainder of Portion 1 of the Farm 
Vlakfontein 238 IQ, Gauteng Province. 

The Kimberley West Draft Basic Assessment Report (BAR) was subjected to an initial 30 day public participation 
review process from 21 June to 23 July 2018 in terms of Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014) [as 
amended], Chapter 6 and regulation 19(1)(a). In line with the requirements as set out in regulation 19(1)(b) the Draft 
BAR will be made available for another public participation review period of 30 days from 27 July 2018 until 27 
August 2018.  

This notice serves to inform Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs) that Elemental-S is preparing the BAR, including 
an Environmental Management Programme for the mining permit application process for the Kimberley West 
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opencast pit (‘the project’). The purpose of the BAR is to summarise the Basic Assessment process followed to date; 
provide an overview of the proposed project and the affected environment; present the assessment of the potential 
impacts; and set out the recommended mitigation measures. The BAR is being made available to I&APs for an 
additional 30-day comment period from 27 July 2018 until 27 August 2018. Copies of the BAR will be placed at the 
following locations for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

All stakeholders are invited to register as I&APs. You must register as an I&AP if you would like more information or 
wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments can be submitted throughout 
the regulatory process.  

All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 27 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for a link to download an electronic copy of the BAR or provided on CD.   

DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 
2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West 
Opencast Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywG

wBsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or  
deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner
- 

 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Tiisetso Motsamai <snakemotsamai@gmail.com>
Sent: 08 August 2018 07:57 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Re: FW: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment 

Report extension of public review

I am looking for a job please. Or can I pring my trucks to move the dump 

tdmotsamai 

On 31 Jul 2018 4:52 PM, "Marline Medallie" <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com> wrote: 

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

Please accept my apologies for the error in the previous email, please find the rectification highlighted in 

yellow below. 

  

EXTENSION OF PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND 
NEMWA FOR THE MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG 
GAUTENG PROVINCE.  

  

Due to incorrect information circulated by the Roodepoort Record and in order to avoid further confusion, you are hereby notified 

of the extension to the public review period of the Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report (BAR) from 27 July until 30 

August 2018. 

Copies of the BAR have been placed at the following locations for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

Leases Bowling Club 1724 Tornado Cres, Georginia, Roodepoort 

All stakeholders are invited to register as Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs). You must register as an I&AP if you 
would like more information or wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments 
can be submitted throughout the regulatory process.  

All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 30 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for an electronic copy of the BAR or to be provided on CD.   
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DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West Opencast 
Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywGw

BsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

From: Marline Medallie  

Sent: 30 July 2018 04:24 PM 

Subject: FW: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report extension of public 
review 

  

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

EXTENSION OF PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND 
NEMWA FOR THE MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG 
GAUTENG PROVINCE.  

  

Due to incorrect information circulated by the Roodepoort Record and in order to avoid further confusion, you are hereby notified 

of the extension to the public review period of the Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report (BAR) from 27 July until 30 

August 2018. 

Copies of the BAR have been placed at the following locations for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

Solplaatjie Hall Leases Bowling Club 1724 Tornado Cres, Georginia, Roodepoort 

All stakeholders are invited to register as Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs). You must register as an I&AP if you 
would like more information or wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments 
can be submitted throughout the regulatory process.  
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All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 30 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for an electronic copy of the BAR or to be provided on CD.   

DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West Opencast 
Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywGw

BsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

From: Marline Medallie  

Sent: 27 July 2018 11:34 PM 

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Kimberley West Basic Assessment Report available for public review 

  

Dear Interested and Affected Party, 

  

PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THE DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME FOR THE LISTED ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF NEMA AND NEMWA FOR THE 
MINING PERMIT FOR WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD, KIMBERLEY WEST JOHANNESBURG GAUTENG 
PROVINCE.  

The proposed mining permit (GP 30/5/1/3/2 (10289) MP) for the Kimberley West opencast pit will be located on a 
portion of Portion 1 of the Farm Witpoortjie 245 IQ, a portion of the Remainder of Portion 14 of the Farm Roodepoort 
237 IQ. A portion of the waste rock dump will be located on a portion of Portion 92 of the Farm Vlakfontein 238 IQ and 
a section of the access /haul road will be located on a portion of the Remainder of Portion 1 of the Farm Vlakfontein 
238 IQ, Gauteng Province. 

The Kimberley West Draft Basic Assessment Report (BAR) was subjected to an initial 30 day public participation 
review process from 21 June to 23 July 2018 in terms of Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (2014) [as 
amended], Chapter 6 and regulation 19(1)(a). In line with the requirements as set out in regulation 19(1)(b) the Draft 
BAR will be made available for another public participation review period of 30 days from 27 July 2018 until 27 
August 2018.  

This notice serves to inform Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs) that Elemental-S is preparing the BAR, including an 
Environmental Management Programme for the mining permit application process for the Kimberley West opencast 
pit (‘the project’). The purpose of the BAR is to summarise the Basic Assessment process followed to date; provide an 
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overview of the proposed project and the affected environment; present the assessment of the potential impacts; and 
set out the recommended mitigation measures. The BAR is being made available to I&APs for an additional 30-day 
comment period from 27 July 2018 until 27 August 2018. Copies of the BAR will be placed at the following locations 
for public review: 

Name and Location Physical Address 

Roodepoort Civic Centre 100 Christiaan de Wet Road, Florida Park, Roodepoort 

Witpoortjie Library 22 Payne Street, Witpoortjie, Roodepoort 

Solplaatjie Hall 1960 Motlaka Street, Solplaatjie 

All stakeholders are invited to register as I&APs. You must register as an I&AP if you would like more information or 
wish to participate in the environmental impact assessment of the project. Comments can be submitted throughout 
the regulatory process.  

All comments on the BAR should be submitted to Malan Scholes Consulting (MSC) or to SLR Consulting (South 
Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR) at the details shown below. Comments received will be used to update the BAR, as relevant, 
and copies of all the comments will be included with the Final BAR when submitted to Department of Mineral 
Resources. Please ensure that your comments reach MSC and / or SLR on or before 27 August 2018, alternatively 
please contact MSC for a link to download an electronic copy of the BAR or provided on CD.   

DuToit Wilken: Contact for queries on the Mining Permit Application, for the proposed pit, namely: Kimberley West   
Email: projects@malanscholesconsulting.co.za and / or 720.13087.0001@slrconsulting.com 
Tel:  011 718 4600; Fax:  087 238 7092; Post: Postnet Suite 324, Private Bag X1, Melrose Arch, Johannesburg, 2076 

  

Please follow the following link to download an electronic copy of the BAR for the proposed Kimberley West Opencast 
Pit: 

https://malanscholesconsulting-

my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ajacklin_malanscholesconsulting_co_za/ElzaUwmwAsVGraRs1TIywGw

BsQnJQVzuGNc5_5TFAMjzaw?e=RYhrRw 

  

Kind Regards 

  

  

  

 

Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner
- 

 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: jabu.thomo <jabu.thomo@yahoo.com>
Sent: 03 August 2018 06:34 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Re: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review

Please note that we request you to come to Doornkop community hall and do public consultation there if not 

so please provide us with enough transport to the venues you've highlighted 

 

 

 
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone. 

 

-------- Original message -------- 

From: Marline Medallie <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com>  

Date: 2018/08/03 17:51 (GMT+02:00)  

To:  

Subject: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for public review  

 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

  

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of the 

Mining Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

  

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review as well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

  

  

Kind Regards 

  

To help protect your privacy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this 
picture from the Internet.

 

Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Goodwill Bashemane <goodwillbashemane@gmail.com>
Sent: 03 August 2018 06:39 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Re: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: image140896.PNG

Well received, thanks.  

 

On Fri, 3 Aug 2018, 18:01 Marline Medallie, <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com> wrote: 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

  

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of 

the Mining Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

  

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review as well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

  

  

Kind Regards 

  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or  
deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Gugu Dhlamini

From: Velaphi Tefu <oupatefu76@gmail.com>
Sent: 03 August 2018 10:31 PM
To: Marline Medallie
Subject: Re: Proposed West Wits Mining Project - Availability of the Scoping Report for 

public review
Attachments: imageb7e74b.PNG

Received, thank you.  

 

On Fri, 03 Aug 2018, 18:01 Marline Medallie <mmedallie@slrconsulting.com> wrote: 

Dear Interested and/or Affected Party, 

  

Please find attached the Background Information Flyer and the Scoping Report summary letter as part of 

the Mining Right Application process for the Proposed West Wits Mining Project.  

  

The purpose of the flyer and letter is to notify the public of the availability of the Scoping Report for public 

review as well as the scheduled public open day sessions.  

  

  

Kind Regards 

  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or  
deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

Marline Medallie  
Environmental Assessment Practitioner 
- 

 

 +27 11 467 0945 

 

 2031 
- 

 Synergistics - part of the SLR group 
Unit 7 

Fourways Manor Office Park 

1 MacBeth Avenue 

Fourways, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2191
- 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 


